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Abstract
A turtle geometric construction on the plane, called a polynomial generated poly­
gon (PGP) and represented by V  f^pm, is generated from the sequence obtained from 
evaluating f [x)  G Z[æ] over Z  modulo where p is a prime and m G N. 
Computational methods are developed to pre-calculate the symmetries exhibited 
by Vf,pm for a given /  and p ^ .
These include procedures to find whether is bounded or unbounded, the de­
gree of rotational symmetry present, whether lines of reflectional symmetry can be 
observed, and in the case of P/,pm unbounded, whether the PGP has a glide reflec­
tion.
Methods are also sought to find a suitable /  and p ^  to produce a desired ‘feasible’ 
shape in a PGP construction, and how the same shape might be generated modulo 
pTu+k cannot be produced modulo p ^ .
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Part I
Introduction and Preliminaries
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
We will study certain turtle geometric shapes [1]. These are geometrical patterns 
generated algorithmically from two input variables; a natural number and a poly­
nomial in one variable with integer coefficients. The precise algorithm for gener­
ating these shapes is explained in Section 1.2 . Examples of the patterns produced 
appear throughout the the thesis, and in particular in Figures 1.2 on page 8 and 1.1 
on page 7 and in Appendix A on page 158.
W e attempt in Part II to show how various computational procedures may be used 
to predict the symmetry group of a shape given the specific polynomial and natural 
number used in the method of construction.
Many constructions similar to the method examined here are discussed in [1], in­
cluding a specific example on page 20 is equivalent to our method with the poly­
nomial restricted to a quadratic. Further examples of similar constructions can be 
found in [6 , 8, 7]. [7] is not restricted to a set division of the circle and is more 
concerned with boundedness than symmetry.
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1,2 Polynomial Generated Polygon
A construction on the plane made in a ‘natural’ way from the sequence generated 
by an integer-coefficient polynomial evaluated over the integers modulo a given 
natural number appears likely to display a relatively high degree of symmetry. Of­
ten the symmetry group associated with the construction made from such a poly­
nomial, f ( x )  G 1.[x], and natural number, n G N, is that of a cyclic group, Ck, or 
a dihedral group, Dk, for k > 2.
To consolidate the idea of the method used to generate the construction, we present 
an example followed by the formal definition.
Example 
Construction with f ( x )  =  3æ^  +  x  and n  =  5.
Consider a given integer-coefficient polynomial
f {x)  = ?>X^ -t- X
which we evaluate at a; =  0 , 1 ,  2 , . . . .
The sequence obtained is
(0,4,14,30,52,80,144,154,200,252,... ).
Now evaluating the terms in this sequence modulo a given natural number, say 
n =  5, gives
(0 ,4 ,4 ,0 ,2 ,0 ,4 ,4 ,0 ,2 ,...) .
1. Introduction
We will construct a geometrical object from this sequence, with an edge of unit 
length for each entry in the sequence. Each edge will be oriented at an angle asso­
ciated with the value of that entry, and positioned so that the edge continues from 
the previous edge (or the origin in the case of the zeroth edge).
Alternatively, we could consider the object as a path on the plane starting at the 
origin, taking steps of unit length in a direction prescribed by successive terms of 
the sequence, i.e. the j- th  step is in the direction associated with / ( j )  mod n.
The directions associated with / ( j )  mod n  is 
Ztt—  X ( f {j )  m od  n) radians from  the Oa;-axis.
Going back to our example with n =  5, this gives five directions associated with 
the five possible values of each term in the sequence:
2
3
4
>  0
and the construction would look like this:
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Since f { j  +  n) ~  f { j )  mod n  it is clear that the sequence repeats after n terms. 
W e wish to extend the construction to a bi-infinite sequence ( / ( j )  mod n) for 
j  G Z. We interpret this geometrically by extending the path from the origin in
the direction opposite to ( / ( j )  mod n)  in steps of length 1 for j  =  —1, —2, —3, ___
We can thus observe any translational symmetiy that may arise.
In our example this results in:
The symmetries of our example construction are generated by a translation in one 
direction and a rotation of order 2. This is the frieze group (T, R)  (see Figure 1.3).
1. Introduction
W e have seen how the construction is made in practice, and now define the con­
struction of a PGP formally.
Definition of a PGP
D e f in it io n  l . l ;  We define the polynomial generated polygon (PGP) of an 
integer-coefficient polynomial /  evaluated modulo a natural number n as the con­
struction on the plane that has vertex Vq at the origin and vertices Vi at the points
14 : cos I ™  X {f{j )  mod n) sin | “  x ( / ( j )  mod n ) |  j  (1.1)
for i =  1 ,2 , We will also consider the PGP to have vertices V.i at
V-i : cos X ( f ( - j )  mod ?i) +  7t |,
y ^ s i n  X ( / ( - j )  mod n) +  7r | j  (1.2)
for i =  1, 2, 3 , . . . .  There is an edge (of unit length) from V  to is labelled Ei  
for all z € Z.
We will denote the PGP generated from /  G X[x] and n  G N by
1.3 Further Examples
Many of these constructions lead to complex yet surprisingly symmetrical objects. 
W e present a sample of PGPs in Figures 1.1 on the next page and 1.2 . See also 
Appendix A for examples with f ( x )  = ax^ with a =  l , 2, . . . , n  — 1 and n ~  
1, 2, . . .  ,29, and Figure 9.1 for a selection closed PGPs generated using a quadratic 
/.
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Figure 1.1 A selection of values of /  and n to generate open PGPs, Vf{x),n> dis­
playing various frieze symmetries
'^ 4:X^ +3x^ +x'^  ,24
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Figure 1,2 A selection of values of /  and n to generate closed PGPs, Vf(x),n> dis­
playing various levels of symmetry
(a) 'P5x2+x,125
(d )  7^ 3_ |_ 2 8 z,3 4 3 (e) Px3-M3æ,343
Ig) ^3,426 (h )  P 7a;3-|-x ,2401 (0 %æ,81
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1.4 Symmetries
The symmetries of the plane that we expect to find in the constructions can initially 
be divided into the two categories bounded and unbounded.
Bounded PGPs
The pattern created from the construction of will repeat as the sequence 
( / ( j )  mod n)- repeats every n terms. This means that if the n-th vertex is not the 
same point as the 0-th vertex (the origin), then the translation incurred by this po­
sitional discrepancy will be repeated with every n steps of the construction. Con­
sequently the extended construction cannot be bounded.
In terms of bounded constructions, the repetition of the pattern means the n-th 
vertex must be at the origin, i.e. the path joins onto its starting point just as the 
pattern begins to repeat. For this reason we will refer to bounded objects as closed. 
The symmetries found in these closed objects will be that of the cyclic groups, Cp 
—  where p-fold rotational symmetry is observed —  or the dihedral groups. Dp —  
where p-fold rotational symmetry and p lines of reflection are found. We prove 
this assertion in Section 2.5.
Unbounded PGPs
Using the same reasoning as for bounded objects, the constructions will be un­
bounded precisely if the n-th  vertex does not lie exactly on the origin. In this case, 
translational symmetry will be observed in the extended construction, with a trans­
lation in the direction of the n-th vertex from the origin, and a distance that exactly 
divides the distance from the origin to the n-th vertex.
Since translational symmetry in one direction is always present in an unbounded
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construction we will find that the symmetries of such constructions are always de­
scribed by one of the so-called frieze groups.
Each of the seven frieze groups are the symmetry group of patterns that repeat in 
a translational manner in one direction only, with none or more of the following 
additional symmetries: a rotation of 180° (iî), a reflection in a line parallel to the 
translation (ff), a reflection in a line perpendicular to the translation (V), a glide 
reflection (a combined translation and reflection in a line parallel to the transla­
tion) (G).
Figure 1.3 on the following page shows graphical examples of each of the frieze 
groups, with the symmetries present, and symmetries suitable for generating the 
group.
For a rigorous treatment of frieze groups, including a proof that all frieze patterns 
have one of the seven symmetry groups shown in Figure 1.3, see Chapter 10 of 
[12].
Questions
W e will consider the classification of polynomials, for each n, into their correct 
symmetry groups. Firstly, given /  G Z[æ] and n G N, will Vj^n be bounded or 
unbounded? If bounded, then what is its degree of rotational symmetry? Will it 
display reflectional symmetry?
If it is unbounded, which of the frieze symmetries (other than translational, which 
is certain) will be displayed? We endeavour to examine and answer these questions 
in Part II.
Further questions concern classification of polynomials for each n G N by the
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Figure 1.3 The seven frieze groups, with their international symbol, symmetries 
and generators.
R R R R R im  v i a  T
p l a l  T, G
y W W V l  p ml l  T , V
p l l S  T, R
p l m l  T , G , R
(T)
{G)
(T,V)
{T,R)
(T,H) = {G,H)
Pma2 T, V, G, R {T, V, R) = {G, V) = {G, R)
pmmS T , R, G, V, H  (T, V, H) =  (T, R, H)
= {G,V,H) = {G,R,H)
T  is a translation, G is a glide reflection, y  is a reflection in a line perpendicular 
to the translation, hT is a reflection in a line parallel to the translation, and R l s z  
rotation o f I  [10].
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specific shape of Vf^n- W hich polynomials will produce the same shape? Indeed, 
given any (feasible) shape, is there a polynomial that will produce that shape for 
some n? Can we say how many different shapes can be produced given n? These 
questions will be considered in Part III.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Chinese Remainder Theorem and Prime Powers
One simplification we can make initially is in our choice of values of n. If we know 
the prime factorisation of n, say
then we can split some of our questions concerning T}^ n into questions about
This is because we can reconstruct f {x)  m o d n  from /(re) mod for
z =  1, 2, . . .  , r  using the well known Chinese Remainder Theorem [15].
Example 
Reconstruction o f values o f f ( x )  =  123%/ +  206%/ +  12% modulo 18 from 
values calculated modulo 2 and modulo 9.
Given /(re) =  123re*^  +  206re  ^4- 12rc and evaluating this modulo 18 =  2 x 3  ^ gives
/(re) “  15re® +  8re^  +  12re
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The sequence ( / ( / )  mod 18)^ is
(0 ,1 7 ,4 ,9 ,8 ,1 3 ,0 ,1 7 ,4 ,9 ,8 ,1 3 ,0 ,1 7 ,4 ,9 ,8 ,1 3 ,...
However, if we had evaluated {f{j )  mod 2) we would have obtained
(0 , 1, . . . )
and i f { j )  mod 3^) evaluates to
(0 , 8 , 4 , 0 , 8 , 4 , 0 , 8 , 4 , . . . )  .
Now looking at the first entry of {f{j )  mod 2). and ( / (j) mod 3/), we can see that 
the first entry of ( / ( / )  mod 18)^, &o, must satisfy both
uo =  0 mod 2
and
uo =  0 mod 9.
Trivially, 0 satisfies this requirement, and in fact 0 is the only value in Zig that 
does, since any such value must be both a multiple of 2 and a multiple of 9, i.e. 
a multiple of lcm(2, 9) =  18. We now move on to the next entry, a,i that must 
satisfy
ui =  1 mod 2 
ai = 8 mod 9.
The only value in Zis to do so is 17. This is less obvious than finding ao, since 
now we require a\ to be a multiple of 2 plus 1 as well as a multiple of 9 plus 8.
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I.e.
di — a'2 4-1
di — 4" 8
for some a;, /5 G Z,
Hence
9/3 ^ 7 =  2c% (2.1)
Looking at (2 . 1) modulo 9 now tells us that
q; =  7 X 2~^ mod 9
where 2“  ^ mod 9 is 5 ( 2~  ^ modulo 9 is guaranteed to exist because we are using 
the prime power factors of 18, which are coprime, and so an inverse of one prime 
power factor modulo a different prime power factor can be found using the well 
known Euclidean algorithm), and so a  =  35 =  8 mod 9, giving
0,1 ~  17
as required. To check, we see that (2 .1) evaluated modulo 2 gives 
=  —7 x 9 “  ^ =  l  mod 2 yielding the same value for Oi.
We continue in this way and can reconstruct the sequence
( / ( / )  mod 18)^ . =  (0 ,17 ,4 ,9 ,8 ,13,0 ,17,4 ,9,8,13,...)
from the sequences ( / ( j )  mod 2) - and ( / ( j )  mod 9) •.
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PGPs with Prime Powers
The Chinese remainder theorem is a useful procedure because the individual 
constructions are simpler to analyse, and some of the properties ofV/^n may be de­
duced from properties of the Vj p^>^ i ■
Some of the properties are as easily deduced for the general case n  G N as 
however other properties are not easily deduced in this way in the case of a general 
n G N, and we must restrict our findings to the case when n ~
We will restrict out analysis of the PGPs to those where n is a prime power, p" ,^ 
except when we explicitly use n in the construction, when we are referring to any 
n  G N.
Set of Prime Powers
Since we will be examining polynomials /  G Z[%] modulo prime powers, we in­
troduce the set
P  =  {(p , m ) G N X N I p is prime} . (2.2)
However, for simplicity and ease of reading, we will represent the elements of P  
as p ^  (= (p, m))  with an implied knowledge of both p and m.
In particular, the input of an element p"^  G P  to a procedure is shorthand for the 
input of the two elements p, ?n, G N so that the procedure may make use of p and 
m  separately without having to factorise n =  first.
2.2 Period of Polynomial Sequence —  First Repetition
As previously mentioned, the sequence A — ( / ( j )  mod p^ )^  ^ is at least p"  ^ peri­
odic, by which we mean the smallest period of A is a divisor o fp ^ . This is because
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/(% 4- p^ )  ~  f {x)  mod p ^  for all % G Z, which ensures that the period of A  di­
vides but does not necessarily equal p^.  The only divisors of p ^  are p^'  for 
0 ^  m' ^  m limiting tlie possibilities.
Determining m'  requires observance of a property of polynomial rings over a ring 
with zero-divisors. Zpm is such a ring since it has zero divisors ap^'  for 
0 < ??i' < ?7z , p \  a.
The complication is that for the sequence A  to have period p” '^, we do not require
/(%) -  f { x  +p ^ ' )  =  0 m o d p ^  (2.3)
in which the coefficients of f {x )  are congruent modulo p ^  to the respective coef­
ficients of /(% 4- p'^'). It is sufficient for us to have
f { j )  -  f [ j  Tp"^') = 0 modp"" for /  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,p ™ '- 1. (2.4)
(2.3) is clearly sufficient for (2.4) but not necessary since, for example,
2%^  4- 3% ^  % mod 4
but
2 f  4- 3/ =  j  mod 4 for j  = 0,1, 2, 3.
This is because the difference between 2%^  H- 3x and x,  namely 2x{x 4-1) evaluates 
to 0 modulo 4 for all values of % G Z.
Polynomials with this property will play a large rôle in many of the procedures de­
fined in the following investigations and so we introduce and classify them together 
here.
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2.3 Zero Evaluating ideals
W e define the subset of the polynomial ring Z[%] as
=  {/(%) G Z[x] I / ( / )  =  0 mod for /  G Z} (2.5)
which is equivalent to
=  {/(a;) G Z[x] I / ( / )  =  0 mod p”"for/ =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  , p^  - 1 }
It is easily seen that the set is an ideal of Z[x], i.e. Given any f ( x )  G Z[x] 
xndg{x) ,h(x)  G Zpm^ a., all three polynomials/(%)p(%), p(%)/(%) and (p(%)+/i(%)) 
are in Zpm^ ^-
We have seen that this ideal is non-trivial and stated that it will play an important 
part in the procedures to follow. However, we will delay further analysis of Zpm^ j. 
until Ghapter 5 on page 71.
There we will answer questions concerning a basis for Zpm and calculating whether 
a given f {x)  is a member of Zpm^^ or not.
W e will also present a procedure to find a canonical representative /  G Z\x\!Zpm 
of any /  G Z[x\.
2.4 Cyclotomie Polynomials
W e will be interested in the minimal polynomials (over Q[%]) for the primitive 
n-th roots of unity, i.e. the polynomial with roots with 0 < A; < n and
gcd (n, k) = 1.
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These minimal polynomials are called the cyclotomie polynomials and are usually 
denoted by where is the minimal polynomial for all the primitive ?i-th
roots of unity.
If we represent e i ” } by then =  0 for 0 < A: < n and gcd (n, k) =  1.
The cyclotomie polynomials are also such that these are their only roots, hence
^n(x)  = { x~ ( n^ ) .
0<k<ngcd(fc,n)=l
The cyclotomie polynomials are in fact in Z[x] although their definition is as min­
imal polynomials over Q[%].
Calculation of cyclotomie polynomials is computationally easy — see [15]. 
Examples
The first ten cyclotomie polynomials.
$l(%) = X — 1
== cc -f-1
=  4- %4“ 1
04W =  -h 1
^ 5(3;) =  4- %' 4-%' 4- % 4- 1
= x “^ — X 4-1
= X^  X 4- 4- 4- % 4-1
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08 W  =  +  1
0g(%) =  a:® +  +  1
010 (% )  =  — X 1
It might appear that the coefficients of the cyclotomie polynomials are 0 or ±1. 
However, this is not true; the first counter-example being
0105 (a;) =  x"^  ^ +  -h
-  2%"' -  -H +  ^35 ^  ^ 34  ^ 33  +  ^32
+  a;31 _  ^28 _  ^ 26  _  ^ 24 _  ^22 _  ^ 20  ^ 17  ^16
+  x ^ ^  4- 4- x ^ ^  4- — x ^  —  x ^
— 2 x ^  — 4- 4- % 4- 1
Many other properties are known about the cyclotomie polynomials, including 
efficient methods of calculation which makes them suitable for using within the 
procedures that will follow in Part II [15].
2.5 Finite Symmetry Groups
One of the main properties of the PGPs that we will be interested in are their sym- 
metry groups. In particular, we show here that the only finite symmetry groups are 
the cyclic groups Cn and the dihedral groups D^.
W e define a symmetry of a planar figure, F , as an isometry o f the plane that maps F  
onto itself. The set of all symmetries of F  forms a group under the usual compo­
sition of isometries. For an in depth discussion of symmetry groups of the plane, 
see [3, 16, 12, 14, 10].
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Finite Symmetry Groups
The well-known Classification Theorem for the Isometries on the Plane states that 
each non-identity isometry of the plane is exactly one of the following: transla­
tion, rotation, reflection, glide reflection [12]. These isometries are categorised as 
even or odd depending on whether orientation is preserved by the isometry. The 
even isometries are translation and rotation, whilst the odd isometries are reflection 
and glide reflection.
W e now wish to pxoYt Leonardo r Theorem, named after Leonardo da Vinci (1452—
1519) who is attributed with proving this theorem (from an architectural perspec­
tive) [16].
T h e o r e m  2.1: A finite group of symmetries is either a cyclic group or a
dihedral group 79„.
PROOF: Let G be a finite group of symmetries. Then G cannot contain a non­
zero translation or a glide reflection (each of which have infinite order). Hence G 
consists of rotations and reflections.
W e first consider the case when G contains no reflections.
If G contains no trivial rotations {i.e. G consists solely of the identity) then G =
Q .
Otherwise G contains a non-identity rotation R{c,o) of an angle 9 about the point 
G.
Now if G contains a non-identity rotation R{D,(t>) of an angle 0 about the point D,
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then G must contain 0)^iD,<f))R{c,6) which is a translation, unless C =
D.  Hence G contains only rotations about the point G.
So we now have that all elements in G can be written as rotations R{c,<t>) lot some 
0 ^  (f) < 2 n. LQtR(^c,a) be the smallest such rotation, then G also contains =  
R{C,—a) •
Now if R{c,j3) G G with /3 > 0 then we cannot have 0 < p — ka  < a  for any /c G Z 
which would contradict the minimality of R{c,a)- Hence /3 = k a  for some /c G Z 
for any R{c,p) G G and so any F  G G is such that R  = R\c,a) some A; G Z.
This means that G = Gn where n  is the order of R{c,a) m G, or n ~  27r/a.
We now consider the case when G contains at least one reflection.
It is easy to see that the even isometries (which includes the identity) of G forms 
a subgroup of G. By the same considerations in the first case, we can see diat this 
subgroup is isomorphic to the cyclic group G„.
Now we suppose that G has m  reflections. Let G G be a reflection in a line 
f, then the n  odd symmetries R(^c,a)Se, are in G which
means that n ^  m. However, the m  odd symmetries when multiplied on the right 
by Si give m  distinct even symmetries, hence m ^  n.
Hence m  = n  and G =  {R{c,a)^ Si).
If n — 1 then G =  {Si). If n  > 1 then R(c,a)Si is a reflection in ê which must 
contain the point A.
Hence the fintite group of symmetries that contains a reflection is isomorphic to 
the dihedral group
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Combining these cases proves the theorem.
□
Since a closed PGP is a polygon with finite vertices and edges, it follows that the 
symmetry group of sucha figure must be finite, and so by the Theorem 2.1 must 
have a symmetry group that is cyclic if no reflections are present, or dihedral if any 
reflections are present.
2.6 First, Forward and Finite Differences 
First Difference Operator
Another important concept that we will use is that of taking first differences of a 
polynomial. We define the first différence, A f ,  of a polynomial /  to be such that
A / M  =  /(a; + 1) -  /(%).
W e will also use an iterative form of A defining A^ =  A and 
A"+V =  A A " / =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . .
so that
A”"" V(%) =  A"/(% + 1) — A"/(%) for n =  1, 2,3, —
The iterations beyond A^ are known "as forward differences.
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Finite Difference Operator
W e will also be considering a variant of the first difference operator, th t finite dif­
ference operator, defined as
A / M  =  /(% 4- ?i) -  / M ,
and referred to as the n-th difference o f / .
Differences of Sequences
We can apply the first and finite difference operators to sequences of integers in an 
obvious way.
i.e. if A =  then the first difference of A, is
AA =  (uj+i — ,
and the n-th difference of A is
AA =  (<%2+n, i^)i=Q •
Differences evaluated modulo m
W hen applying first or n-th differences to a polynomial /  or sequence A, we will 
often wish to re-evaluate each term modulo m. We will represent these operators
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as
A(m )/M  =  f { x  + 1) -  f ( x )  mod m  
=  {di^i -  di mod 
A w /(a ;) =  /(% + n) -  /(%) mod mn
A(„,)A =  [di^n -  di mod m )2o
2,7 Notation for Procedures
We will be formulating many procedures throughout Parts II and III and so a de­
scription of the notation that will be used is given here.
Indentation of Blocks
The procedures will be written in a ‘pseudo-code’ which will hopefully make the 
structure of each procedure clear and keep the actual function of each step in the 
procedure unambiguous though easy to follow.
‘Blocks’ of code (‘loops’ and ‘conditionals’) will be indented in the usual way, with 
a nested block being indented more than its ambient block.
W hen a return statement is met for the first time, the procedure terminates return­
ing the argument of the return statement. This may happen inside a loop, in which 
case the loop is terminated at that point.
Assignment and Equality
One of the possible confusions to arise in procedural code is the different notation 
required for assignment and equality.
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Assignment is where the statement
a — 2
means that the variable a is assigned, the value 2, whereas equality (usually as part 
of a conditional test) is where the equation
is evaluated and returns the boolean TRUE if the variable a represents the value 2 
at that point in the code, and returns the boolean f a l s e  otherwise.
In some programming languages this ambiguity is resolved by using the sign 
to mean assignment and ‘==’ to mean testing of equality. In some other languages 
assignment is represented by ‘ and equality by ‘=’.
We will be using the notation ‘:= ’ for assignment and for equality.
Name, Domain and Range
In some ways a procedure can be viewed in a similar light to a function, in that it 
takes an input value (or argument) from a particular domain and outputs a value 
(or return value) in a particular range, e.g. a procedure that calculates the sum of 
the first n  integer values (z. e. from 0 to n — 1) of a given real-coefficient polynomial 
would take an argument from the domain fR[%] x N and would output a return 
value in the range IR. We might regard the procedure as talcing two arguments; a 
value from [R[%] and a value from N. Functions are usually expressed with a name 
of a single letter {e.g. f  in f {x)  = x f ,  whereas procedures tend to have names
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more decrip rive of what they actually do.
W e will represent a procedures name, domain and range on the first line of its code, 
preceded by the word p ro ced u re , thus:
p ro ced u re  name{argji G d o  m a in  i , arg2 G d o m a in 2 , . . .  ) -4- (ra n g e)
Example 
The procedure sum-polyiiomial.
As an example of this pseudocode, we will present in Procedure 2,1 some code 
to perform the task mentioned above of calculating the sum of the first n integer 
values of a given real-coefficient polynomial.
Procedure 2.1 Calculates the sum f ( i )
p ro ced u re  sum_polynomial ( /  G lR[%],n G N) - 4  (IR) 
s  : =  0
for z : =  0 to  n  — 1 
5 := g -I- /(z) 
en d  for 
return s
Part II
Classification
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Chapter 3
Symmetries
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 1.4 the PGP constructed from a given /  and repeats 
at the p'^-th. step, possibly having repeated already at a p^' -th  step. We prove this 
simple lemma here, whilst stating more precisely what we mean by ‘repeats’:
Lem m a  3.1: The pattern observed in Vf^pm repeats after p'^ steps.
PROOF: Given /(%) G Z[%], say
f {x)  =  ao +  aix  +  +  . . .  +  drX^ ',
then
/ ( /  T p ”") =  f U )  m o d p ^
since
do +  di{j  +  p^ )  +  a2 {j +  +  . . .  +  a,.(j -f p ^ Y
=  Uq +  CLij +  a2j^ +  . . .  +  d y f  mod p ^ .
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Hence the sequence used to generate the directions of consecutive edges in F/.pm 
is periodic with a period that divides p'^, i.e. p ^ ' for some 0 ^  ^  m.
It is the repetition of this sequence that implies a repetition in the direction of the 
edges of Vf^pm and defines precisely what we mean by Vj^pm ‘repeating’.
□
W e have shown that the pattern produced by V/ p^m repeats at each p^-th  step, 
which in turn implies that the minimum period of this repetition is p^ ' for 
0 ^  m' ^  m. In fact, knowledge of m'  is very useful, as many of the procedures in 
Part II will require this value. How do we calculate m'?
3.2 First Repetition
Finding m'  is the same as finding the smallest period of A =  ( / ( / )  mod p"^).. We 
need to check the validity of the set of equations (2.4) for values of m' =  0,1, 2 , . . ,  
until (2.4) holds. (2.4) will certainly hold for m' = m  so this procedure will ter­
minate.
W e define Procedure 3.1 to do just this.
Procedure 3.1 Calculates the minimum period of ( / ( / )  m o d p ” )^^  
procedure first_rep ( /  G Z[%],p"^ G P) -> (P)
for m' 0 to m
if f {x - \ -p^ ' )  -  f {x )  G Zpm^ x then
return p^'
end if
end for
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It is not clear how the test in line 3 of Procedure 3.1,
f  {x ) — f  {x) E (3.1)
is performed. We can replace the test with a call to a procedure
in_Z(/(% +P"*') -  f { x ) , p^ )
(which will return a boolean value of true or false) to be discussed in Chapter 5 
(Procedure 5.3 on page 99).
Notice that if we are given /  G Z[x] and tz G N, then we can calculate the first 
repetition, r, o f the construction by using the prime factorisation of n.
If
n =  pY^ pf ^ . . .  (3.2)
and letting
^  = ( W j = ( / U ) ) j
An =  (dn,j)j = ( / ( / )  mod n)j  (3.3)
A* =  = ( / ( / )  m odpf')^. for z =  1,2 , . . .  , /c,
then A% — (a^jfy. — (dnj  mod P^Oj — (^Oj mod pj^‘)^-and so from equations (3.3) 
we can reconstruct An from the A*s using the Chinese remainder theorem.
Also from (3.3) it is clear that the first repetition of An,  say r„, must be a multiple 
of the first repetition of each of the A^s, say for z =  1,2 , . . .  ,k.
In fact rn'isl = lcm (fi, r 2, . . .  , r^) since for each z =  1, 2 , . . .  , k  and
for all /  G Z which means that
mod p^"' for z =  1 ,2 , . . .  , A; } ==> o-n.a+i) =  dn,i m o d n  (3.4)
=  dij mod pY' for z =  1, 2 , . . .  ,k
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by the Chinese remainder theorem.
Hence we can calculate the first repetition of the PCP of /  and n by calculating 
the Ti using firstrep(/,pj^*) and then calculating lcm((r% )^J.
Example
The first repetition o f  f { x )  =  +  2x^ +  3%^  modulo 12 is r  =  6.
The prime factorisation of 12 is 2  ^ x 3.
We find the first repeat ri o f f ( x )  modulo 2 :^
O ur first check is
/(% +  2°) -  / M  =  /(% +  1) -  / M
=  (rc +  1)® 4- 2(x +  1)^  ^ 4- 3(% 4- 1)  ^ — x^ — 2%^  — 3%^
=  5% ^  4"  18% ^  4“  31% ^  4“  22%  4-  6 
=  4- 2%^  +  3%^  4- 2% 4- 2 mod 2^
0 ^22,1
Since this has failed, we now check
/(% +  2^) -  /(%) =  /(% +  2) -  /(%)
=  (% +  2)^ 4-  2(% +  2)^  ^4-  3(% +  2)^ -  -  2%^  -  3%^
=  10%^  4- 56%^  4 -146%  ^4-180% 4- 88 
=  2%^  4“ 2%^  mod 2^
G
Hence ri =  2.
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Now to find rg we check
/(% +  3°) -  /(%) =  /(% +  1) -  /(%)
=  2%^  ^+  %^  +  %
= + 2x^ -f 3%^  +  2% +  2 mod 3
^  Zs,x
W hich only leaves rg =  3.
Hence, r  =  1 c m 7-2) =  6.
( f ( x )  mod 12)"o =  (0 ,6 ,4 ,6 ,0 ,10 ,  0 ,6 ,4 ,6 ,0 ,10 )
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Chapter 4
Boundedness and Bounded Symmetries
Having found the point of first repetition, r, within a PGP we can deduce global 
properties about the PGP from the part produced by / ( / )  m odp”  ^ with 
j  =  0 , 1 , . . .  , r  — 1 alone, including the symmetries that will be exhibited.
4.1 Closed PGPs
We stated in Section 1.4 that bounded PGPs were in fact closed PGPs in the sense 
that the part of the construction from the 0-th vertex up to the r-th  vertex, where 
r is the point of first repetition, forms a closed polygon.
Equivalently,
K  =  Vq.
Following on from H  (and indeed preceding Vf), are repetitions of the same closed 
polygon exactly overlaying this first polygon.
W e now prove the statement made in Section 1.4.
Lem m a  4.1: is bounded if and only ilVf^pm is closed.
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PROOF: We established in Lemma 3.1 that the sequence o f edges repeats after
r steps (where r is given by the procedure in_Z), and so if (%, y) are the coordinates 
of K , then the coordinates of are {kx, ky).
If  Vf^pm is bounded, then there is an M  G IR such that the distance from the origin 
to Vi is less than M  for all z G Z.
However, the distance of the vertex H r from the origin is d =
If (%, y) f  (0,0) then ffsP  + f  > 0, and d can be made greater than M  by choos­
ing any k > M j  f x ^  4- y ’^.
Hence, if V^ ^pm is bounded, the coordinates of H  rnust be (0, 0), and hence V^ ^pm 
must be closed.
The converse is clear.
□
Lemma 4,1 means that we can refer to PGPs interchangeably as being bounded or 
closed, or as unbounded or open.
Closed Constructions
Naturally, one of the first questions we might ask about a given Vppm is whether 
it is open or closed.
One approach to partly answering this question would be to notice that any open
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construction can only have a rotational symmetry of order 1 or 2, since a transla­
tional symmetry is always present in such PGPs. This means that if the PGP of /  
and has rotational symmetry of order 3 or more it must be closed. In fact the 
rotational symmetry of order 2 in a closed PGP is of a ‘different nature’ (i.e. the 
map which matches an edge with its image under rotation is different) to that of 
an open construction with the same ‘half-turn’ symmetry. This difference can be 
exploited to calculate the closed or open status of any PGP that has a rotational 
symmetry of order 2 or more.
However, there are PGPs which are closed with no rotational symmetiy, other 
than the trivial one {e.g. Vx‘i+sx^+2x,25 m Figure 1.2(c) on page 8), and so a more 
general approach is needed.
We will explore an approach to calculating the closed or open status of a given PGP 
in Section 4.2.
PGP construction on the Complex Plane
A more general result can be obtained if we reconsider the construction of a PGP to 
be made on the complex plane, C. Such a consideration means that we can think 
of the j- th  edge as representing a complex number of modulus 1 and argument 
( / ( / )  m odp”") X that is, the j- th  edge represents
g{|ir(/Ü) modp"*)}
Hence the position of the j- th  vertex is simply the sum of the first j  edges, i.e.
fc=0
=  (4.1)
k=0
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using the ^ notation introduced in Section 2,4,
Now, for the PGP to be bounded Lemma 4.1 requires
H  =  H  =  O, (4.2)
where r is the first repeat and O is the origin.
Using this fact we can now formulate
T h e o r e m  4.2: The PGP Vf^pm is closed if and only if
r
0pm (%) divides modp'")
j = 0
where r is the first repeat of Vf^pm given by Procedure 3.1.
PROOF: Gombining equations (4.1) and (4.2), V/^pm is closed if and ony if
i= o
Now equation (4.3) holds if and only if fym is a root of the (integer coefficient) 
polynomial
j = o
and since the cyclotomie polynomial 0^m (%) is the minimal polynomial for the 
root fym, we must have that
r —1
0pm (%) divides modp"")
3 = 0
[15]
Conversely, if 0pm(%)|F(%), then F(fym) =  0 and it follows that H  =  Vq*
□
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Using Theorem 4.2 we can formulate Procedure 4.1 that takes as arguments 
/  G Z[x] and p‘^  E  P  and returns a boolean value of TRUE if 7},^^ is closed, 
and returns f a l s e  otheiivise.
Procedure 4.1 Calculates whether P/,pm is closed or open, 
procedure is_closed ( /  G Z[x],p^  G P )  —> ( b o o l e a n )
r  : =  first_ rep (/,p ” )^
F(x)  :=
if (%) t h e n
retu rn  TRUE
e l s e
r e t u r n  f a l s e  
e n d  if
Examples
The PGP 7^ ®2+£»,8 is closed.
Following Theorem 4.2, putting J{x)  =  2x? +  x  and = 8, the sequence 
( / ( i )  mod is
(0 ,3 ,2 ,5 ,4 ,7 ,6 ,1 )
and so
F(x)  = 1 + X x ‘^ x"^  -[• x^ x^ x^ + x^
=  [x^ +  l)(a: +  l){x'^ +  1).
Also
08 (:c) =  +  1
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hence 0g(j;) divides F{x)  and so % 2+a. § is closed.
'P2x‘^+x,h
The PGP 7^ 3+2aj,g is closed.
Putting f {x)  = x^ F 2 x and =  9, the sequence ( / ( j )  m od 9) ■ q is
(0 ,3 ,3 ,6, 0 , 0 , 3 , 6, 6)
giving
F{x)  =  3 4- 3x^ +  3a;^  
=  3(æ^ x^ + 1),
Also
$9 (^) =  X'® -f +  1 
hence 09 (x) divides F{x)  and so Vx^+2x,9 h  closed.
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The PGP %;4+æ3,i6 is closed.
Putting f [x)  — x^ +  x^ and =  16, the sequence ( / ( j )  mod 16) .^^  ^ is 
(0 ,2 ,8 ,1 2 ,0 ,1 4 ,8 ,8 ,0 ,1 0 ,8 ,4 ,0 ,6 ,8 ,0 )
giving
Also
F(x)  =  x^^ +  +  x^° +  5x^ +  X® +  x"^  +  x^ +  5
=  (x® +  x"^  +  x^ +  5)(æ^ H- 1).
0i6(x) =  x^ +  1 
hence ^ie{x)  divides F{x)  and so %4+3.3,16 h  closed.
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16
As we can see from the diagram above, this closed PGP has only a trivial rotational 
symmetry and hence could not be detected as closed using a rotational symmetry 
method discussed earlier in this section.
The PGP P a ; 4 + 6 a j 2 ,8  i« Open.
Putting f {x)  =  +  6x^ and p™' =  8, the sequence ( / ( j )  mod 8)J_q is
(0,7,0,7,0,7,0,7)
giving
F{x) — 4x^ +  4
=  4(x 4- l)(x® — x^ +  x^ — x^ +  x^ “  X +  1).
Whereas
08 (x) =  x"^  +  1 
hence ^\6{x)  does not divide F(x)  and so is open.
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74‘^+6x^ ,8
W hen m  =  1.
An interesting example of Theorem 4.2 is when m  =  1, i.e. when we are calculat­
ing f {x )  modulo a prime, p. In such an example, $p(x) =  1 +  x -I- +  . . .  -t-  x^~h
Since the first repeat r  is either 1 or p (as it must divide p), we must have r — p for 
closure to occur. Furthermore, the values of / ( j )  m o d p  for j  =  0 ,1, . . .  ,p — 1 
must cover the values 0 ,1 , . . .  ,p — 1.
In such a PGP we see all the edges of a regular p-gon, which is clearly a closed 
curve, though the edges are not necessarily in the usual order. However, the vec­
torial sum remains zero and so the PGP is obviously closed.
Some examples of such behaviour are
[ f  mod =  (0 ,1 ,3 ,2 ,4)
( 2 f  +  f  +  +  j  mod =  (0 ,2 ,4 ,6 ,1 ,5 ,  3)
(2j  mod 11)“  =  (0 ,2 ,4 ,6 ,8 ,1 0 ,1 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,9 )
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Generalising the construction of a PGP Theorem 4.2 leads us to 
T h e o r e m  4.3: For any F  G Q[%), with say F[x) = we define
F 'U x )  =
j=0
Then
divides T(a;) if and only if divides F(„)(a;).
PROOF: We will show two proofs of this theorem, the first using a geometrical
argument based on Theorem 4.2, and the second a more direct algebraic argument.
We can imagine a generalised PGP that takes as argument a sequence of integers, 
A = a sequence of rationals, L = (fi)jLo and a natural number, n.
The construction of this generalised PGP, QA,L,n> is similar to that of an ordinary 
PGP, Vf^n except that instead of placing the %-th edge at an angle
Stt
—  X  ( / ( i )  mod n) radians
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we place it at an angle
Stt—  X [ai mod n) radians, (4,4)
instead of the z-th edge being of unit length, it is now of length and the con­
struction terminates at the k 4- 1-th vertex.
To determine whether Ga l^.ti is closed we can use exactly the same arguments as 
used in the proof of Theorem 4.2, defining the polynomial
k
i= 0
QA,L,n is closed if and only if
G'(n) (&) =  0
(^) divides G(„) (a;). (4.5)
Now going back to the construction of  0A,L,ny we are evaluating each n* modulo 
n, to determine a direction (4.4) to lay the Tth edge. In fact, the evaluation of 
modulo n  is only ‘cosmetic’, since the direction given by the angle
2iï
n X [ai mod n) radians
is, for our purposes, the same as the direction given by the angle
27T ,.—  X ai radians.n
So the construction appears (and is) exactly the same whether we evaluate the terms 
of A  modulo n or not. We will represent Ga ,l,u with edge directions not evaluated 
modulo n  by ^  A,L,n-
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If we define
k
G{x] = Y ,l iX ° - \
1=0
then G*A,L,n is closed if and only if
G{^n) = 0
(I>„ (a;) divides G (a:). (4.6)
However, since G%L,n is exactly the same as Ga ,l ,ti^  Q*A,n Is closed if and only if 
Q a , l , t i  is closed.
Hence, with (4.5) and (4.6) we have
^n{x)  divides G(x) <#> $^(a;) divides G(n)(a:). (4.7)
Now, given any F{x) ~  E L o  ^ 0[a;] we can choose k, ai and k for
2 =  0,1, 2 , . . .  , k  thus:
k = r
— C,;
and
tti  — %,
giving
G{x) = ^  Cix'  ^ — F(x)
i =0
T
i=Q
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By (4.7) we now have that
T„(a:) divides F[x)  <=> <E>„(a:) divides T(„)(a;).
This coniudes the geometric proof.
O ur second proof of this theorem is more direct.
W e first note that if and only if 0y^(æ) divides F{x)  and 0^(3:) divides
F[x) — F[n){x), then 4>„(a;) divides T(„)(a;).
Hence we need only show
$m(a;) divides F[x)  — F{n)(x).
Now
r
F{x)  -  =
j=0
r= y ]  (cjX^ modn^^kjn _  j  g foj. j y
j=o
Now T,i(a:) divides x"' — 1 which divides — 1 for all kj.
This concludes the algebraic proof.
□
Examples
$io(æ) divides — æ +  1
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If F{x) ~  x^‘^ x'  ^ — x^ ■— X  F 1, then reducing the exponents modulo 10 gives
-F(10) (37) ~  X^ — X^ F X^ — 37 +  1 
=  $ 10(37).
Hence, b y  Theorem 4 . 3  $10 ( 37)  |T ( 37) .
In fact,
F ( 3 7 )  =  ( 37^ —  37^ +  37^ —  37 +  1 ) ( 3 7 ^  +  37^ —  37^ —  37^ +  1 )
=  $10 (37) (37^  +  37^  -  37^  — 37^  +  1)
$ioo(^) divides — x^^ +  +  1
If F{x)  =  37^ ^^  — 37^ ^^  +  37^  ^+  x^^ — 37^  ^— 37^® +  37^® — 37^ ° +  37^  +  1, then teduclng 
the exponents modulo 100 gives
F ( 100) ( 37) =  37^ ^^  +  37^° — 37^  ^ — 37^° +  37^  ^ +  37^° — 37^  ^ — 37^° +  37  ^ +  1
=  (37^  +  1) (37‘^ (^ -373« +  37^ ()-37^ « +  l)
=  (37^  +  1)$ 100 (37).
Hence, by Theorem 4,3 $ioo(a:)|F(z).
In fact,
F{x) ~  (37^ ° — 37^ ° +  37^ ° — 37^ ° + 1)(37^  ^ — 37^  ^ — 37^  ^+  37^  ^ +37^ + 1)
=  $100 (37) (37®^ -  37®^ -  37^  ^ +  37^  ^ +37^ +  1)
$ 7(37) does n o t divide 2x^^ +  æ® +  Zx^ F F  x
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If F{x) — 2x^^ +  37® +  337^  +  37^  +  37, then reducing the exponents modulo 7 gives
F[7) (37) =  837^  +  X^ +  237® +  237 
and since $ 7(37) =  37‘® +  37^  +  37'^  +  37® +  37^  +  37 +  1 is of degree 6, it cannot divide
F(7)(37).
In fact,
F  (37) =  37(37 +  1) (237® — 237^  +  837® — 837^  +  837^  +  37^  — 37 +  1)
We now look at ways of ‘detecting’ specific symmetries associated with bounded 
PGPs.
4.2 Rotational Symmetries
Although yielding some of the more complicated looking PGPs, rotational sym­
metries are perhaps the easiest to detect in Vf^pm given /  and p'^.
We will be evaluating the sequence (A / mod p'^)j and regarding this sequence as 
the sequence of angular differences o f F/,pm, since [f{j )  modp'^)^  is the sequence 
of angles of F/,pm.
W e shall see that the A operator can be thought to have a ‘straightening’ effect on 
/.
If Vf,pm has rotational symmetry of degree p, say, then the edges of the PGP coin­
cide when it is rotated by (about its centre), and more importantly, the angular 
differences also must coincide. Any such rotation corresponds to starting the se­
quence of angles at another point, which does affect the sequence of the values of 
the angles, but it does not affect the sequence of the values of the angular differ­
ences.
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T h e o r e m  4.4: The PGP Vf[x),p^ has rotational symmetry of degree p if and
only if the sequence { Af ( j )  m o d p ‘^ ) j  has a first repeat at r /p , where r = p^'
[w! < m)  is the first repeat of ( f [ j )  m o d p ^ ) j  (=+ p =  p ^ ” for some m ” ^  m'). 
i.e,
A / (37  +  p  —  A / ( 37)  G  Z p m ^ x -  ( 4 . 8 )
for some maximum p =  p^'' with 0 ^  m"  ^  m ' .
PROOF: We will use the notation ||c with p prime to mean p ^  just  divides c,
i.e. p^\c  and /c. Given the rotational symmetry of the PGP Vf,pm is of order 
p and the first repeat of the sequence A  =  ( f ( j )  mod p" )^  ^ is r, then we have a 
section of A  of length r /p  being repeated with a constant addition, c say, (with 
pm~m" ||c) to form the segments of F/.p^ that repeat at a new (constantly differing) 
angle when the PGP is rotated by If p =  1, then c is zero, and m ” =  0. If 
p > 1, then c is non-zero otherwise we would have a contradictory first repeat at 
J < r. So we have the value f [ x  F  H mod p ^  is congruent to j{ x )  F c mod p'^, 
where c is non-zero and does not depend on 37.
Hence,
A /(37) =  f { x  F I) -  f [x)  = z(x)  +  c mod p"" (4.9)r / p
for some z G Zpm,x, and c non-zero with p^~^"  ||c.
Furthermore, if any f  G Z[37] satisfies (4.9), then rotational symmetry will be ob­
served.
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This is because, given /  and such that (4.9) holds, then the first  ^ edges form 
the first ‘compound edge’ o f a p-gon. The next set of  ^ edges will repeat the same 
shaped compound edge, only rotated by a (non-zero) angle o f where c is non­
zero. The repetition of p of these compound edges results in a polygon with p-fold 
rotational symmetry.
^ - tom pound  edg(
For testing purposes, it is easier to state (4.9) as
/ ( ^  +  ^) — /(^ )  ~  C G Zpm^ x-
W e will now show that the condition given by equation (4.9) is equivalent to that 
given by equation (4.8).
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Given /  such that (4.9) holds,
W  =  +  ^ +  1) -  /(a; +  : ) )  -  (/(æ  4- 1) -  /(a;))
=  ( f { x  +  1 +  J) -  /(a: +  1)1 -  ( f i x  +  ;)  -  f i x
=  A /(æ  +  l) -  A /(a;)r / p r / p
=  (c +  z ix  +  1)) — (c +  zix))  mod 
— z ix  +  1) — zix)
Conversely, if (4.8) holds, then we get
A  f i x )  =  c +  zix)r / p
for some zix)  G Zpm^^.
This c must be non-zero, since it represents the angle turned after the first segment 
of r /p  edges. If this were equal to 0 modulo p"^, then the pattern created in this 
first segment would be repeated without any rotation implying that the first repe­
tition of i f i j )  mod p'^)j is contradicting the fact that r is the first repetition of 
( / ( j )  modp"")^..
Hence the theorem.
□
Using Theorem 4.4 we can formulate rot_symm seen in Procedure 4.2.
Procedure 4.2 takes f  and p ^  and uses our criteria to test for rotational symmetry 
of degree with m' — i running from m'  to 1 where r  =  p^'  is the first repeat
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Procedure 4.2 Calculates the degree of rotational symmetry of the closed PGP
procedure rot_sym m (/ G 1.[x],p'^ G P )  -4- (N) 
p ^ '  :=  first_rep (/,p ’^ ) 
for z := 0 to m' — 1
c := f[p^) — /(O) mod 
if in_Z(/(a; 4-p*) — f[x)  — c,p'^) then 
return p^'~‘^ 
end if 
end for 
return 1
discovered by first.rep.
If equation (4.9) is satisfied with our prospective rotational symmetry of degree 
then the procedure terminates returning this value.
W e should note that the procedure will test the highest possible values of p first, 
as decreases.
If no non-trivial rotational symmetry is found, then the procedure will return the 
value 1, which would be returned if i were to run from 0 to m! in the for loop. 
However, the final test (if reached) that /  (a: +  p^ ') ~  f {x)  — c £ has already
been performed in obtaining the value of m'  earlier.
Examples
The PGP has rotational symmetry o f degree p =  3.
Given f {x)  = 3x^ +  x  and p ^  =  9, the procedure first rep calculates that the first
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repetition of f { j )  modulo 9 to be r =  =  3 ,^
Now putting z — 0 we find c =  / ( I )  — /(O) =  4, and
A / M  -  c =  /(a ; +  1) -  /(æ )  -  c
=  3a:^  +  7a: +  4 — 3a:^  — a: — 4 
=  6a;
0  ^9,x-
Now we try with z =  1, finding c =  /(3 ) — /(O) =  30 =  3 mod 9 and
A / M  -  c =  /(a; +  3) -  /(a;) -  c
=  3a:^  +  19a: +  30 — 3a:  ^ — x  — 3 
=  18a:
=  0 mod 9 
G Z q^x-
Hence the degree of rotational symmetry of V^x^+xp is p = 3^“  ^ =  3.
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'Psx^ +x,9
The PGP 'Pux^+3x,25 has rotational symmetry o f  degree p =  5.
Given f ( x )  =  15a;  ^ 4- 3a; and = 25, the procedure first_rep calculates that the 
first repetition of f { j )  modulo 9 to be r  =  p'^' =  5 .^
Now putting 2 — 0 we find c =  / ( I )  — /(O) =  18, and
A/(a:) -  c =  /(a; +  1) -  /(a;) -  c
=  20a;  ^+  20a; mod 25
0 ^25,X-
Now we tiy  with z =  1, finding c =  /(5 ) — /(O) =  15 mod 25 and
A/(a:) -  c =  /(a; +  5) -  /(a;) -  c
=  0 mod 25 
G Z25,x-
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Hence the degree of rotational symmetry o f 25 is p =  5.
H5æ3+3a;,25
The PGP has rotational symmetry o f degree p =  1.
Given f i x )  = x^ -\-x^ and =  16, the procedure first_rep calculates that the first 
repetition of f { j )  modulo 16 to be r  =  p^'  =  2 .^
Now putting z =  0 we find c =  / ( I )  — /(O) =  2, and
A / M  -  c =  /(æ  +  1) -  / M  -  c
=  4a:^  +  9a;^  +  I x  mod 16
^  ^16,X‘
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Now we try with i = 1, finding c = f (2)  — f (0)  = 8 mod 16 and
A / M  -  c =  /(æ  +  2) -  / M  -  c
=  8x^ +  14a;  ^+  12a; mod 16 
=  2x(4x^ +  7a; +  6)
0  ^16,X’
Continuing, z =  2, c — /(4 ) — /(O) =  0 mod 16 and
A / M  ~  c = f ( x  + 4) -  f ( x)  -  c 
= 12a;  ^ mod 16
0 ^16,X•
W ith z =  3 we again find c =  /(8 ) — /(O) =  0 mod 16 and
A / M  -  c =  /(a; 4- 8) -  / M  -  c
=  8a;^  mod 16
^  ^16,X-
Now Procedure 4.2 terminates returning the value 1.
Hence the degree of rotational symmetry of Px^+x^,i6 is p = 1.
Note that if we were to continue with z =  4 we would find
A/(a;) — (/(16) — /(0 )) =  0 mod 16 €
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4.3 Reflectional Symmetries
As seen in Section 2.5, if a line of reflectional symmetry exists in. Vf ,pm and Vf(^x),p^ 
has rotational symmetry of degree p = p ^ " , then p lines o f reflective symmetry 
exist.
If p is Imown, then certainly one of the line(s) of reflective symmetry will intersect 
Vf[x),p^ in the first ^ edges (where r  =  p'^' is the point of first repetition).
A point of intersection must occur either bisecting an angle at a vertex, or bisecting 
an edge. We will refer to these as an intersection at a vertex and an intersection at 
an edge of the line of reflection, with P/(x),p^-
In fact, when p is odd, then each line of reflection must intersect Vf[x),p‘^  once at 
a vertex, and once at an edge.
W hen p = 2y then a line of reflection can intersect the PGP at either opposite ver­
tices or opposite edges. Both kinds of line of reflection can occur in the same PGP, 
however the number of lines of reflection is still equal to the degree of rotational
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symmetry, p.
To calculate the existence of a line of reflection for a given PGP we require
T h e o r e m  4.5: The VGWj{x),pm has a line of reflective symmetry intersecting
the k-th vertex if and only if
A / { k  x) — A / [ k  — 2 — x) G Zx,pm. (4.10)
'Pf{x),p  ^ has a line of reflective symmetry intersecting the A;-th edge if and only if
A/(A: — 1 +  x) — A/(A: — x) G Zx,pm, (4.11)
PROOF: We will refer to an angle of cp? as a p^angle of c.
If a line of reflection, Ry ,  intersects a vertex, at a p ”^-angle c from the Ox axis, 
then given the bearing of the edge just before this vertex, Ek~i, as f [ k  — 1), the 
direction of the edge following the vertex, Ek must be
/(A;) =  +  2c - /(A: — 1) m odp” .^ (4.12)
From Figure 4.1 we can see that c =  |  (/(A: — 1) +  f [k) )  — \p ^ .
W e can apply the argument used for edges and E^^i  to the next ‘edges out’, 
jE'fc+i and £ ’^ -2, and then subsequent pairs of edges to give
/(A: +  j)  =  Ip”" +  2 c -  f { k  -  j  - 1 )  mod p""
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Figure 4.1 Reflective symmetry about a line through a vertex.
Rfc-i
for j  =  0,1, 2 , ,  which implies
f { k - \ - x ) - \ - f { k  — x — l) — f { k  — l) — f {k)  6 . (4.13)
If (4.13) holds, then it is clear that the reverse argument is true and that reflective 
symmetry will be observed around a line bisecting the angle at vertex 14.
We will now show that (4.13) is an equivalent condition to (4.10).
From (4.10) we have:
A/(/û +  j)  — A/(/c — 2 — j)  =  0 mod
I.e.
/(/c +  j  +  l) - / (A :  +  j) ~  f { k -  l - j )  -  f { k - 2 -  j )  modp"
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and so
/(A: +  1 +  j )  +  /(/c -  2 -  j )  = f { k  +  j )  +  /(/c -  1 -  j )  mod
or
/(A; +  Q +  /(A: -  1 -  4  =  /(A; 4- (f -  1)) +  /(A; -  1 -  (f -  1)) mod p"" (4.14)
where £ — j  +  1, for j  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . .
Applying (4.14) to the RHS of itself j  times, yields
/(A; +  +  /(A; -  1 -  4  =  /(A;) +  /(A; -  1) m o d p "
for f  =  1 ,2 , . . .  which is equivalent to (4.13).
Hence (4.10) => (4.13).
Now starting from (4.13) we have
f { k  +  j )  +  f { k  - ; - ! )  =  f { k  -  1) +  f {k)  m od p ^
for j  =  0,1, 2 , . . . .
And so we have
f { k  + j )  + f { k  -  j  - 1 )  = f { k  -  1) +  f {k)  mod p""
and
/(A: +  ;  +  !) +  /(A; -  ;  -  2) =  /(A: -  1) +  /(A) mod p ^
for j  =  0,1, 2 , . . . ,  and so
f { k - \ - j  +  1) +  f { k  -  j  - 2 )  = /(A:4-j) +  f { k -  j  -  1) modp""
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or
/(/c +  i  +  1) -  /(A: + j )  =  f { k ~ j  -  1) -  f { k - j  -  2) modp" 
which implies
A f { k  +  j )  =  A f { k  — j  -  2) mod
or
A/(/c +  aj) — A/(/c — 37 — 2) G Zpm^ x- 
Hence (4.13) (4.10).
If a line of reflection, R e , intersects an edge, Ek, at a p"^-angle c from the Ox  axis, 
then given the bearing of the preceding edge, Ek-i, as f { k  — 1), the direction of 
the succeeding edge, Ek+i must be
f { k  4-1) — ^p^  4- 2c — /  (A: — 1) mod p^ .  (4.15)
From Figure 4.2 we can calculate c = f {k)  — \p ^ .
Again, we can apply the argument used for edges Ek-i and Ek+i to the next edges 
out, Ek -2  and Ek+2 , and then subsequent pairs of edges to give
f { k  4- j )  = 4 -2 c -  f { k  -  j )  mod
for j  =  0 , 1 ,2 , . . . ,  which implies
f { k  +  x) +  f { k  -  x) ~  2f{k)  G (4.16)
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F igu re  4.2 Reflective symmetry about a line through an edge.
/(& +1)
/c+l
'/c-1
k - l
If (4,16) holds, then it is cleai* that the reverse argument is true and that reflective 
symmetry will be observed around a line bisecting the edge E^.
We will now show that (4.16) is an equivalent condition to (4.11).
From (4.11) we have:
A f { k  — 1 +  j)  — A f ( k  ~  j )  = 0 m o d p ^
i.e.
/ ( ^  +  i)  -  / ( ^  - l + j )  = f { k - \ - l -  j )  -  f [ k -  j )  m od p""
and so
f { k  + j )  + f { k -  j )  = f { k - ^ { j  -  1)) +  f ( k  -  {j -  1)) modp"" (4.17)
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Applying (4.17) to the RHS of itself j  — 1 times, yields
/(A: +  j)  +  f { k  -  j )  = 2f{k)  modp""
for j  =  0,1, 2 , . . .  which is equivalent to (4.16).
Hence (4.11) => (4.16).
Now starting from (4.16) we have
f {k- \ - j )  + f { k - j )  = 2f{k)  mod
for j  =  0,1, 2 ,----
And so we also have
f { k  +  j  +  1) +  f { k  -  7 -  1) =  2f{k)  mod
for 7 =  0,1, 2 , . . . ,  and so
f { k - h j  +  1) +  f { k - j  -  1) =  f { k  + j)  +  f { k  -  j )  m o d p ^
or
/(A; +  j  +  1) -  /(A: +  j)  =  f { k  -  j )  -  f { k  -  j  -  1) mod 
which implies
+ = A f { k  -  J ~  1) mod p""
Putting f  =  j  +  1 gives
A/(A; +   ^-  1) =  A/(A: -  4  mod p'"
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for 1 =  1, 2 , . . . ,  so
A/(/c — 1 +  x) — A / {k — x) G Zpm^^,
Hence (4.16) =4> (4.11).
This concludes the proof.
□
The geometrical interpretation of equations (4.10) and (4.11) are that of successive 
angular differences around the intersection at a vertex or intersection at an edge are 
equal. This is similar to the geometrical meaning of the equations (4.13) and (4.16) 
used in the proof of Theorem 4.5, only the orientation of the PGP doesn’t matter; 
the bearing of the line of reflection isn’t needed.
W hether a line of reflection intersects a PGP at a vertex or bisects an edge, the 
reflection ensures that the angular difference between the edges that meet at the 
vertices on either side of the intersection are equal. Similarly, the angular differ­
ences between the edges that meet at the vertices two away on either side of the 
intersection are equal.
This helps by limiting the number of vertices and edges that need to be checked for 
an intersection with a line of reflection in Procedure 4.3 which uses Theorem 4.5 
to detect reflective symmetry in a closed PGP generated from a given f {x)  and p^.
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P ro ced u re  4.3 Determines whether the PGP 'Pf{x),p  ^ has a line of reflection 
p r o c e d u r e  has_ref_symm ( /  G Z [ a ; ] , p ”  ^ G P) —  ^ ( b o o l e a n )
: =  f irst_ rep (/,p ’^ )
p  :=  ro t_sym m (/,p ” )^
p
for /c 0 to r  — 1
if in_Z(A/(A; 4- æ) — A f [ k  -  2 -  x),p^)
OR in_Z(A/(A; -  1 +  rr) — A f ( k  -  x ) ^ p ^ )  t h e n  
r e t u r n  t r u e  
e n d  if 
e n d  fo r  
r e t u r n  FALSE
Examples
The PGP 7^ æs+2æ,9 has reflectional symmetry.
Given f i x )  =  2x^ +  2x and p ^  — 9, the procedure has_ref_symm first calculates 
the first repetition, p ^ \  as 9 using the procedure first_rep.
Then the degree of rotational symmetry of 7j{x),p^ y^ P> is calculated as 3 using 
rot-symm.
W e now need to perform the test formulated in Theorem 4.5 a maximum of ^  =  
3 times to determine whether V/{x),p^ has reflectional symmetiy.
First, with A: =  0, we calculate
A f { k  + x) — A f { k  — 2 — x) = 6(rr +  1) mod 9
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and
A f { k  — 1 +  re) — A f { k  — x) ~  0 mod 9 G
and since one of these polynomials is in Z q x^  has_ref_symm terminates returning 
TRUE signifying that Vj{x),p^ has reflectional symmetry.
The PGP '7 ®5+5aj3+2aj,i25 has (five lines of) reflectional symmetry.
Given /(re) =  re^  +  5re^  +  2re an d p ^  =  125, the procedure has_ref_symm first cal­
culates the first repetition, p^ ' , as 9 using the procedure first_rep.
Then the degree of rotational symmetry of J}[x),p^ y^ P> is calculated as 5 using 
rot_symm.
W e now need to perform the test found formulated in Theorem 4.5 a maximum 
of “  =  5 times to determine whether Vf{x),p^ has reflectional symmetiy.
First, with A: =  0, we calculate
A f [ k  4- rc) — A f ( k  — 2 — x) =  6(rr 4-1) m od 9 0  Z^^x
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and
A f { k  -  1 +  x) -  A f { k  — x) =  0 mod 9 G Z q,x
and since on e o f  these polynom ials is in  Z g ^ x  has_ref_symm term inates returning  
TRUE signifying that V f ( x ) ,p ^ ^  has reflectional sym m etry.
'k^ x^ +5x^ -+2x,125
The PGP 'p8x^+x,m has no lines o f reflectional symmetry.
Given f ( x )  = 8x‘^ +  x  and =  128, the procedure has_ref_symm first calculates 
the first repetition, p ^ ', as 128 using the procedure first_rep.
The degree of rotational symmetry of p, is then calculated as 16 using
rot_symm.
W e now need to perform the test found formulated in Theorem 4.5 a maximum 
of ^  =  8 times to determine whether Vf(^x),p  ^ has reflectional symmetry.
First, with /c =  0, we calculate
A / { k  ~\- x) — A/(A: — 2 — a?) =  32(# +  1) m od 128 0  ^ 128,x
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and
A / i k  1 +  a?) — A / { k  — =  16(2# — 1) mod 128 ^  ^ i 28,x-
W ith A; =  1, we get
A / (Aî +  #) — A / { k  — 2 — #) =  32(# +  1) mod 128 0  >2^128,x
and
A f { k  — 1 +  #) -  A/(A: ~  x) = 16(2# -  1) mod 128 ^
In fact we find the same for A: ~  0 ,1 , 2 , . . .  ,7.
Since none of these polynomials are in Z \ 28 ,x has_ref_symm completes the loop and 
then terminates returning FALSE signifying that Vf(^x),p  ^ has no reflectional sym­
metry.
'i^ Sx' +^x,128
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4.4 Classification of Bounded Symmetries
The symmetry of any bounded PGP must be either a cyclic group, Cp, where ro­
tational symmetry of degree p is present and reflectional symmetry is not, or a di­
hedral group. Dp, where rotational symmetry of degree p is present, and p lines of 
reflection exist.
O ur two procedures rot^symm and has_ref_symm can both be performed to deter­
mine the symmetry group of Vf(x),p^ if it is bounded, seen in Procedure 4.4.
P ro ced u re  4.4 Calculates the symmetiy group of Vf(^x),p  ^ if it is bounded, 
procedure bounded_symm ( /  €  Z [# ],p ”  ^ €  P )  —> ( symmetry group )
p  ro t_sym m (/,p ’^ )
if has_ref_sym m (/,p” )^ then
return Dp
else
return Cp
e n d  if
However, this slightly simplistic combination of roUsymm and has_ref_symm is 
inefficient in that, as seen in Procedure 4.3, has_ref_5ymm also calculates p using 
rot symm and so rot_symm is performed twice in Procedure 4.4.
W e should also note that the procedure first_rep is performed in both rot_symm 
and has_ref_symm and so will also be performed twice in Procedure 4.4.
We can remedy this by writing a more efficient version of bounded_symm that com­
bines rot_symm and has_ref_symm in a closer way, and only calculates
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first_rep(/(#),p”^ ) and rot_symm( / ( # ) , p”^ ) once. This can be seen in Procedure4.5.
Procedure 4.5 Calculates the symmetry group of Vf(x),p^ if it is bounded (im­
provement on Procedure 4.4).
procedure bounded_symm ( /  G Z[#],p”  ^ G P) - ^  ( symmetry g r o u p  ) 
p"^ ' := first_rep(/,p’^ )
p := 1
for z := 0 to m' — 1
c := /(p*) — /(O) modp"^ 
if in_Z(/(# -t-p^) — /(# ) — c,p” )^ then
p  : =
end if 
end for
for /c := 0 to r — 1
if in_Z(A/(/c -f #) — A f { k  -  2 -  #),p^)
OR in_Z(A/(A; -  1 -f #) — A/(A: -  x),p^)  then 
return Dp 
end if 
end for 
return Cp
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Chapter 5
Zero Evaluating Ideals
W e repeat here the definition of the zero evaluating ideal of Zpm [#] first mentioned 
in Section 2.3 on page 18.
5.1 Definition
D e f i n i t i o n  5.1: The z e r o  e v a l u a t i n g  i d e a l  of [#], denoted by Zpm^x-> is the
set
=  { f i x )  e  Z p m  [ x ]  I f { j )  =  0 mod \ / j  G Z p m  } .
We show that Z p m ^ x  is an ideal of Z p m  [ x ]
Given / ,  p G Z p m ^ ^  and h  G Z p m  [#],
/ U )  +  =  0 +  0 mod p”" for J =  0,1, 2, . . .  , p”" -  1
and so /  +  p G Z p m  ^-  
Also,
/ ( i )  • K j ) =  0 • K j )  =  0 mod p ^  for j  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,p”" -  1
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hence f  - h £ 2pm j..
2pm a; is non-empty since it contains the zero polynomial, 0. It is non-trivial since 
the monic polynomial #(# — 1) • • • (# — (p^ — 1)) € 2pm
5.2 Use of Zero Evaluating Ideals
As we have seen in the procedures formulated so far, it is useful to be able to check 
whether a given polynomial is a member of 2pm g..
W e should also note that if two polynomials / ,  p G Z[#] differ by a third poly­
nomial z G 2pm then the sequence of numbers they produce modulo p"  ^will be 
the same. Consequently, the PGPs 'P/(x),p^ and Vg(x),pm will be identical.
Given that 2pm alw ays contains the monic polynomial z{x) =  #(# — 1) • • • (# —
— 1)) G 2 p m w e  can practically reduce a polynomial /(# )  to one of degree 
less than p ^ ,  the degree of z. The resulting polynomial, / ,  can be used instead of 
/  when investigating Vf{x),p^- In fact, we will see in this chapter that for p ^  > 4, 
m > 1 we can always reduce /(# )  to a polynomial of degree less than p"  ^— 1. We 
will also be able to reduce the value of the coefficients of the lower exponents of 
/ (# )  to give a fully reduced polynomial /(# )  that generates the same sequence as 
/(# )  modulo p ^ .  This polynomial will be a canonical representative of the cosets 
of Zpm [x\/Zpm ^ x and may be thought of as the ‘lowest’ such element of its coset.
By this we mean the polynomial element of a given coset with lowest degree, and 
with lowest coefficients of each exponent.
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Considering the ring hom om orphism -0 : Z[#] —> defined by
/  (/(O) m odp”" , / ( l )  m odp"",. . .  , f { p ^  -  1) modp"") (5.1)
we obseive that Zpm^x = Kerz/j.
5.3 Bases for Zero Evaluating Ideals
To reduce a given polynomial to its coset representative, we will need to calculate 
a basis for the zero evaluating ideal 2pm .g.
Lem m a  5.1: For a given degree, say s, the monic polynomial
z{x) = x{x  -  1) • • • ( # — (5 -  1)), 
o f degree s, always evaluates to 0 modulo p* where
t — — +  — +  —%s s s.p. y . (5.2)
PROOF: Here t represents the largest power of p that divides s!. The sum on
the right hand side of equation (5.2) is a finite sum, since the terms above and 
including ^  are all zero, where i  is the smallest integer greater than } ^ .
For any given /  G Z, the value of z(j)  modulo p  ^ is the same as that of z ( j  +  p )^
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modulo p \  hence we may assume that j  > pK Thus,
j!
U -  s)!
=  O '
=  0 mod p^
□
From Lemma 5.1 we deduce that, if m > A, the polynomial p ^  ^z{x) always eval­
uates to 0 modulo p™' and hence p”^~C(#) G 2pm g.
This means that given any polynomial / (# )  G Z[#] of degree s’ > s, we can sub­
tract a polynomial multiple ofp"^~^z(#) to produce a reduced version of / ,  say / ,  
such that the coefficients of /  (#) for the powers greater than or equal to s are less 
than p ^ ~ \  and the sequence produced by /  (#) modulo p”  ^is the same as that pro­
duced by /(# ) .
Clearly, if t ^  m, then /  is of degree less than s.
W hat we need to find is the smallest s such that
5 s s
— 4- —— + ---b J _ p 3 _ +
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Calculation of Spm
T h e o r e m  5.2: If the smallest 5 G N such that
m  ^
is denoted by Spm for a given prime, p, then
SpTH =  c p ^  +  S pd
where
s s s— + — 4- --b J y _ y . +
r —
c =
log (mp—m + l )  
logp
m ( p - l )p^~l
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
PROOF: Let us denote the value given on the right-hand-side o f the inequality
(5.3) by
m s,p s s s— + --- 4- —_pj y _ y . +
rrig p represents the power of p that divides s!. If s were to equal another power of 
p, say s — p’’, then
— tllpr p
4- 4- p^_ p . y . y . -f • . .
p^ 1 -I-  ^ -{- p  ^  ^ 4- . . .  -F 1
_ pLzIp - i  '
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If  5 =  ap^ (a < p), then
tn.Q,pr^ p
ap^ + ap'' + np^ '_ P . .P^ . .P^ _
— c i p ’   ^ T  a p ’  ^ +  np*' ^  Cb
If 5 — ap^ +  5' (a <  p, s' < p’’), then
ap^ +  s' + ap^ +  s' + ap’’ +  s'L p \ L J L p^ \ 4~. . .
ap'’  ^ + 5' +  ap^“ 2 + 5' 4- ap"'~  ^+ s' 4  . . .  4  (% 4 s'.P . p^ _p3_ y .
ap^  ^ +  ap^  ^+  ap^  ^+  . . .  +  a +
If we now write s in its base-p expansion,
s' s' s'
p 4 p2 4 p3 4
S — QjxP' +  (%lP H~ (%r —iP ^   ^ . "T (%0 )
we can see that
m p"-is>p
Now if we wish to find a value o f s such that nig p ^  m  and mg_i_p < m, i.e. 
s =  Spm, we can calculate the largest power o fp  less than or equal to s by finding 
the largest r such that
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or
p'’ ^  m(p -  1) +  1
r logp ^  log (mp — m +  1)
Hence
log (mp — m +  1) 
logp
log (mp — m +  1) 
logp
Having calculated r, the largest power ofp  less than or equal to s, we can calculate 
the largest multiple, c, of p^ less than or equal to s as
 ^_  m(p -  1)
L P ' - i  _
since each multiple ofp^' in s will contribute to mg,p.
Thus, we know that
m cp ,p =  c ( f z r )  <  m < m(e+i)pr,p
hence
cp'* ^  Spm <  (C +  l ) p '
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and so for some b < p^, s = cp^ +  h.
The value of b is the smallest such that
uib^ p ^  d,
where d — m  — c
b = Spd. (5.6)
Hence
Spm  —  cp'" +  S pd
with r, c, d as in conditions (5.5).
□
The value of 6 =  Spd in equation (5.6) can be calculated by applying equation (5.4) 
to the remaining powers o fp  required in s!, namely m  — c (y z y )  •
This may of course incur further applications of equation (5.4), however these rep­
etitions will terminate since the value o f r  G Z is reduced each time, and cannot 
become less than zero.
W e can use Theorem 5.2 to define a recursive procedure to calculate the smallest 
s such that p’^ ls!. This can be seen in Procedure 5.1.
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Procedure 5.1 Procedure to calculate the smallest s such that p"^|s! 
procedure m inJactorial G P )  —^ (N)
if m =  0 then
return 0
else
r  := [log (mp — m +  1)/ log (p)J 
a := [m(p -  l) /(p ’’ -  1)J 
m! m  — a(p^ — 1 ) /(p — 1) 
return ap’’ +  min_factorial(p"’') 
end if
Examples
The smallest s  such that 5^  ^ divides s! is 115.
Here, p  =  5 and m =  27.
From Theorem 5.2 we put rrii = m  and
log (mip -  mi +  1)n
Cl
logp
m ip -  m i
I f f T z r r  J
di =  m — Cl p": -  1 p -  1 =  3
to yield
s — S527 =  4 X 5^  +  853,
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We can now use Theorem 5.2 to find S53 by putting m 2 =  di and
log(m2P -  m 2 +  1)T2 =  
C2 =
logp
m2p -  mi
pT2 — I
W e now have
'pT2 _  X
^2 =  m -  C2 I ^ ~ Y  I =  0.
S53 =  3 X 5^  +  S50,
S50 =  0 and so
s = S527 =  4 x 5 ^ +  3 x 5  =  115.
W e can check that this value is correct by calculating
115 , 115 , 115m ils,5 -  —  +  ^  +  - ^ + - - - - 2 7
and
11U llzL +  . . .  =  26.
Hence S527 =  115 as evaluated by Procedure 5.1.
The smallest s such that 11^ °^^  ^ divides 5 ! is 860420.
Here, p =  11 and m =  86039.
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From Theorem 5.2 we put m i =  m and.
log (86039p- 86038)ri =
Cl =
logp 
86039(p- 1)
-  1 =  5
di =  86039 -  5 p^ -  1 p -  1 5514
Sp86039 =  5 p ^  +  Sp 5614 .
To calculate Spssw we put m 2 =  5514 to yield
log (5514p — 5513)T2
C2
logp 
5514(p — 1)
p^ -  1 =  3
d2 =  5514 -  3 p^ — 1P -  1 =  1122
Sp5514 =  3 p ^  +  S p l l2 2 .
Similarly, we now put m 3 =  1122 and
lo g (1122p -  1121)r-3 -  
C3 =
logp
1122( p - l )
=  3
p^ — 1
dg =  1122 -
S p U 2 2  =  8 p ^  +  S p 5 8 .
P^ -  1
P -  1 =  58
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Continuing the procedure, we put 772,4 =  58 to give
log (58p -  57)
C4
logp 
58 (p -  1)
p^ — 1
=  2
=  4
p^ — 1 
p -  1 10
Sp58 =  4 p ^  +  SplO .
Finally, we calculate with 772,5 =  10 to give
log (1 Op — 9)T5
C5
logp
i o ( p - 1)
p^ -  1
=  1 
10
ds =  10 -  10 ( ~ Y  ' "  °
S p io  =  lOp +  SpO =  lOp.
This tells us that
a =  S1 1 8 6 0 3 9  =  5 X 11^ +  3 X 11^ +  8 X 11^ +  4 X 11^ +  10 X 11 =  860429  
W e can check that this value is correct by calculating
ttl860420,ll
860420 860420 860420
11 + +L 11^ J L 11^ J + 86039
and
Itl860419,ll —
860419 860419 860419
11 + +L 11  ^ J L 11  ^ J+  . , .  =  86038.
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The smallest s such that divides s! is 60000088.
Here, p =  61 and m =  1000000.
W e put m i — m  and
ri
Cl
log (1000000^3-1000000+1) 
logp
lOOOOOO(p-l) p4 —1
=  4
di =  1000000 -  4 = 76944
S p  1000000 =  4p"^ +  S p76944 .
Applying the procedure to Sp70944 gives
log(76944p-76944+l)
logp
76944(p-l) p3 —1
r2 =
C2 =
d2 =
S p76944 =  2 0 p ^  +  S p l 2 8 4 ,
20
76944 -  20 { ^ 1284
to Spi284 gives
log(1284p-1284+l)
logp
1284(p-l)p2 —1 20
+  =  1284 -  20 =  44
Spl284 — 20^ ~1“ Sjq44 J
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and to Sp44 gives
r4
C4
log (44p—44+1) 
logp
4 4 (p—1)p^  —1 44
d4 =  44 -  44 f ^  j =  0
S p 4 4  =  4 4 p ^  +  SpO  .
W hich means that
a =  Spioooooo =  4 X 61  ^+  20 X 61  ^+  20 x 61  ^+  44 x 61 =  60000088
W e can check that this value is correct by calculating
ttl60000088,61 =  100  0 0 00
and
tn60000087,6i =  999999.
Hence Ssiioooooo =  60000088 as evaluated by Procedure 5.1.
The last two examples shown take the maximum number of iterations of applying 
Theorem 5.2 for values of p and m  the size given, since 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . .  ri.
However, we can see that the number of iterations of the procedure is substantially 
smaller than the size o fp ” .^ Indeed, the maximum number of iterations can only 
be as large as ri, since 0 < < n . Hence the number of iterations is of the
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order of magnitude of
logm(p -  1)ri = logp 
log 77% (p -  1) 
logp
_  log 777 +  log(p — 1) 
logp
< # ^  +  1 logp
Generating a Basis for Zpm
In Procedure 5.1 we have an efficient method for calculating Spv. We can now pro­
ceed with the construction o f a basis for Zpm^ x-
W e are mainly interested in the zero evaluating polynomials
Zpr^x) ~  x{x  — 1) • • • (# — (Spr -  1))
which we now show are lowest degree monic polynomials such that 
z{j)  =  0 mod p’" for j  G Z.
Lem m a  5.3: The polynomial x(x  — 1) • • • (# — (Spr — 1)) is a smallest degree
monic polynomial in Zpv^^- For a monic polynomial z{x) G Zpv^  ^ of this de­
gree, Spr, there is a set o fp  values, {ao, ai, Ug,. . .  , cip_i} C Z, such that p’’||z(a^) 
(7 =  0,1, 2, . . .  , p — 1), and ai = i mod p.
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P r o o f  : Firstly, we note that there may be more than one smallest degree monic
polynomial in We only wish to show that that degree is Spm.
We label the statement in Lemma 5.3 as Sp^ r-
W e show that Sp^i is true.
Because p is prime, the ring Zp is a field, and hence it is well known that any 
polynomial /(# )  G Z p[#] with distinct roots at Og, Oi , . . .  , G Zp must have 
{x — ao){x — ai) ' ■ - [x — a^) as a factor.
Flence, any monic polynomial /  G Z[#] that evaluates to 0 modulo p for all j  G Zp 
must have x[x ~  Gq) (# — Ui) • • • (# — ap_i), with ai = i mod p, as a factor and so 
must be of degree greater than or equal to p. Since #(# — 1) (# — 2) • • • (# — (p — 1)) 
is such a polynomial, it is of smallest degree.
Since Spi =  p, the first part of Sp^ r holds for r  =  1.
The set of p values mentioned in the second part of Sp^ r can be
{ao +  p, ai +  p , . . .  , ttp-i +  p}.
W e now assume that both parts of Sp^ r holds for r  ^  m — 1.
If  Spm =  Spm-i, then clearly Sp^m holds, since the existence of a monic polynomial 
of degree less than Spm that always evaluates to zero modulo p ^  contradicts S'ppn-i 
which states that #(# — 1) • • • (# — (Spm-i — 1)), of degree Spm is a monic polynom­
ial of smallest degree that always evaluates to zero modulo p"^"L
If Spm Spm-i, then Spm =  Spm-i + p  (slnce (Spm-i +p)! has at least one more factor 
ofp). Let us assume that z{x) G Z[#] is a monic polynomial of smallest degree, s.
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that evaluates to zero modulo p’" for all # G Z. By our previous assumption we 
know that s ^  s^m-i. We also know that since z{j)  =  0 mod p’” , z{j) ~  0 mod p 
for all j  G Z, hence
=  Qi(x)(x -  ai,o)(# -  ai,i) • • • ( # -  ai,p_i) 
for some ai^i = i m odp, 7 =  0,1, 2 , . . .  ,p.
Now the fac to r/i(# ) =  {x — aifi){x — ai^i) • • - (# — of z( #)  on ly ‘guarantees’ 
a factor of p in z{j)  for j  =  0, 1, 2, . . .  , p”’^ — 1, and it is not difficult to find a set 
of p values, Zp^i, in Z  that cover the set Zp when evaluated modulo p, such that 
p | | / ( j )  for j  G Zp^i. Such a set in this first instance is
Z p , i  =  {u i^o +  P) G i , i  +  P ,  ^1,2 +  p , . . .  , a i , p - i  +  p }  .
This means that p"’  ^k i( i)  and in particular, qi (j)  =  0 mod p, for j  G Zp,i, hence 
=  92 M A W
=  92 W(a; -  G2,o)(a; -  (i2,i) ' " (a; -  d2 ,p_i),
i.e.
z(#) =  92(a:)/i(#)/2(a;),
Now f i { x ) f 2 {x) is a polynomial of degree 2p and by our assumption above, can 
only guarantee a factor of p^^p.p (1112.2,2 == 3, n i2p,p =  2 for p > 2).
Hence there is another set of p numbers, Zp 2^ G Z, that covers Zp when evalu­
ated modulo p such that | | / i ( i ) / 2(j)- For these values, p '^~' '^^P'P\q2 {x) and
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in particular, q[j) =  0 mod p for j  G Zp^2 > Hence
92(37) =  93 (37) A  (37)
=  93(37)(37 -  U3,o)(37 -  ^3,1) ' "  (æ -  03,p-l),
and we continue in this way until we have
^(37) =  9a(37) / i (37)72(37) ' - 7a(:%:)
where/i(a7) 72(37) • • ■ fs{x)  is of degree s^m-i and hence by our assumption can only 
guarantee a factor of p‘^ ~^ in z{j)  for j  G Z. There is also a set Zp^ s such that 
P”^~^ll7i(i)72(i) ’ "  fs(j )  for j  G Zp^ s- This means that there are values G Z 
with =  i mod p (% =  0 , 1 , . . .  , p — 1), such that
9a(:^) =  9(37)(37 -  Ga,o)(37 -  Ggj) - "  ( z  -
=  9(37)7(37).
We now have that
degz =  degg +  d eg /i 4- deg72 +  . . .  +  deg7a +  deg7
=  deg9 +  Spm-i + p
— degg +  Spm
Since 37(37 — 1) • • • (37 — (spm — 1))37 is of degree Spm, degg — 0 and indeed 9(37) =  1 
because z is monic.
□
For Zpm^x, we can use as a generating set the polynomials
(p""'-''Zpr(37) )
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Each of these represents a polynomial of lowest degree with a content of 
(r =  0,1, 2 , . . .  , m) that evaluates to zero modulo p ^ .  i.e. , for each of the monic 
polynomials Zpv{x) (r =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  , m) we introduce an extra factor of a power of 
p to make up the power ofp to m. We should note, that some of these polynomials 
are simply scalar multiples of a lesser poynomial {e.g. if we were working in Z 24 z, 
2^^22(37) is twice 2^23(37) since ^22(37) =  Z23(37) —  because S22 =  S23). To take ac­
count of this, we express the set of generators in a different form to take account 
of these linearly dependent polynomials.
Instead of listing polynomials with degree Spj, which may repeat, we list them 
with degrees p, 2p, 3p, . . .  , Spm, being careful to multiply by a suitable power of 
p. Hence we can use
-  1) ' "  (37 -  (cp -  l)) |c  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,
as a basis for Zpm^^.
5.4 Reduction of f { x)
This means that to see whether any given polynomial f {x)  G Z[37] is in a partic­
ular zero evaluating ideal, Zp-m^ ,^ we must reduce the polynomial to its canonical 
representative within 1\x\lZp-m Since the representative of any z G Zpm^^ will
be 0, /  G Zpm^x if and only if its representative is 0.
W e reduce any polynomial f {x)  G Z[37] by using the fact that
7 ( 37)  =  9 i ( 3 7 ) Z p m ( 3 7 )  4 -  r i ( 3 7 )
for some gi, r i G Z[37] with the degree of r\ strictly less than Spm, the degree of 
Zpm ( 37) .  This means that f  is composed of a certain amount (gi) of the monic poly­
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nomial Z p m ( x )  plus a remainder ( r j  that is of degree less than Z p m ( x ) .
In terms of the PGPs created from /  and r i, they are identical. This is simply a 
consequence of the fact that the values of /  modulo p"' are identical to the values 
of ri modulo p ^ .  We can see this since
=  f ( j )  -  0 modp""
=  f ( j )  m o d p ^ .
Now we can reduce f ( x )  further by ‘factoring out’ the next lowest degree basis 
polynomial of Zpm^^, namely pz^m-i(x), from r \ { x ) .  W e should note that r \  was 
guaranteed to be of degree less than s^m because Zpm (æ) is a monic polynomial. 
However, any further reductions of /  are not guaranteed to reduce its degree since 
the basis elements of degree less than s^m are not monic.
W hat we do achieve is to reduce the size of the coefficients of the exponents of 
degree greater than or equal to the degree ofpz^m-i (x), i.e. s^m-i. These coefficients 
can be reduced to less than p, since that is the leading coefficient ofpZpm_i(a;). We 
thus calculate
n (a;) =  92(37) ' pZpm-i (x) +  7-2(37), 
such that if f 2 (3;) =  ao+aix-h.. .-ha^x^ (for some 5 <  Spm), then < pi fz ^  Spm-i.
This process can be continued until we are left with a final remainder
^ m (^ )  =  &0 +  6137 4- l?2X^ +  . . . +  bgX^
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such that
bi < if % ^  s„k for A: =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  , m.
In practice when calculating by reducing Vk+i it is easier to reduce r^+i by one 
exponent at a time, e.g. when reducing f {x)  =  f {x)  =  Uq +  ftix +  . . .  +  agX^  to 
ri we calculate
ri,i(37) =  7 (37) -  Ag X
=  60 +  6i37 4- . . .  4- 6g_i37^  ^
which is a polynomial of degree (at least) one less than f . If we then redefine /  
as ri_i (which evaluates to the same sequence modulo p^)  and calculate r i 2^ in the 
same way from this new f ,  we again reduce the degree, but do not effect the PGP 
genereted from this polynomial. We can continue this process until /  is of degree 
Spm -  1, one less than the degree of Zpm(x).
We could then continue to reduce the coefficients of /  by subtracting as many mul­
tiples ofpzpm-i {x) as we need to reduce the coefficients of powers between Spm-i and 
Spm to a value less than p.
Carrying on such a process reduces f  such that the coefficients of powers between 
Spfc and Spfe+i are between 0 and p^~^ — 1 inclusive.
Procedure 5.2 defines exactly such a method.
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P ro ced u re  5.2 Reduces f {x)  G Z[37] to its canonical representative f {x)  G
Z[x]/Zpm^^. f  is such that / ( j )  =  f ( j )  mod (j =  0,1, 2 , . . .  )_____________
procedure reduce ( /  G Z[x],p G P) -4 {Z[x]/Zpm
/(a;) := / W
Z^=o :=
i '.= r
for j  := 0 to m
5 :=  min_factorial(p”^~ )^
for A: 0 to 7 — 5
E JL o := /(^ )
f { x )  :=  f { x )  - p '  X [ a i ^ k / p ’i  X -  1) ■ ■ • (rc -  (s  -  1))
end for 
i := s 
end for 
return f {x)
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Examples
The canonical representative o f f ( x )  =  +  9æ® +  8æ® +  7æ  ^+  6æ® +  5æ^  +
4x^ +  3æ^  +  2x^ +  cc in .2^ 23,® is f ( x )  — 2æ  ^ +  5æ
Applying Procedure 5.2 we start by setting
f {x)  = +  937^  4- 837® +  ?37^  4- 637® +  537^  +  437^  4- Sx^ +  237^  4" 37 and i = 10.
We then start the first pass of the outer loop with j  taking a value from 0 to 2 with
j  =  0.
W e put
5 =  S23 =  4
and start the first pass of the inner loop with k taking on values from 0 to
6 starting with 
A; =  0.
f {x)  becomes /  — [ y j  37^ 37(37 — 1)(37 — 2)(37 — 3)
i.e. f {x)  — 6937^  — 10237® 4- 6737^  4- 637® 4- 537^  4- 437^  +  337® +  237^  +  x.
The second pass gives 
A7 =  1 and
f {x)  = 31237® — 69237^  4- 42037® 4- 537® 4- 437^  4- 337® 4- 237^  +  37.
Subsequent passes of the inner loop give 
k = 2 and
f {x)  ~  118037  ^ — 301237® 4-187737® 4- 437^  4- 337® 4- 237^  4- 37.
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k — 3 and
/(a;) =  406837® -  1110337® 4- 708437  ^4- 337® 4- 237^  4- 37.
A: =  4 and
f {x)  =  1330537® — 3766437  ^4- 2441137® 4- 237^  4- x. 
k = b and
/(37) =  4216637"^  -  12194437® 4- 7983237  ^4- 37.
k = 6 and
/(37) =  13105237® -  38399437  ^4- 25299737
which concludes the inner loop. W e then set
i =  4
to conclude the first pass of the outer loop.
The second pass of the outer loop sets 
j  — I and 5 =  4.
N ote that the new value o f s is the same as the old value o f 5, hence the new inner 
loop takes k from 0 to 0 and does not have any change on f {x) .
The third pass o f the outer loop sets 
i  =  2 .
W e calculate 
5 =  2.
' t
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The inner loop is then restarted with k going from 0 to z — 5 =  2 starting 
with
k ~  0, W e then set
/(æ ) =  13105237® -  38399437  ^+  2529973;.
Subsequent passes of the inner loop give A; =  1 and 
/ ( 3 7 )  =  - 2 5 2 9 4 2 3 7 ^  +  2 5 2 9 9 7 3 7 .
k — 2 and 
f {x)  = 237^  +  5337.
which concludes the inner loop, and we set
i = 2.
The fourth pass of the outer loop sets
j  = 3. Since j  = m  this will be the last pass of the outer loop and the procedure 
will terminate.
W e set 
5  =  0.
We start the inner loop once more with 
A: =  0 and set 
f {x)  =  237^  +  5337.
A: =  1 and 
f [x)  =  237^  +  537.
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k = 2 and 
f {x)  — 2x“^ +  
conludes the inner loop.
The procedure now returns its latest value of /(æ ), which is 2x‘^ +  5a; as the canon­
ical representative for 4- dx^ 4- 8a;® 4- Ix^ 4- 6a;® 4- 5a;® 4- 4a:'^  4- 3a;® -f 2a;^  4- x  
modulo 2®.
The canonical representative o f f ( x )  — æ^ ® 4- 4- 8cc® 4- 4- cc® +  æ® 4- 4-
æ® 4- +  £C 4- 1 in  is f ( x )  =  4- £c® 4- 4æ® 4- 4æ 4- 1
Applying Procedure 5.2 we start by setting
/  =  37^ ® 4- 37® 4- 8a;® 4- 37^  4- 37® 4- a;® 4- 37'^  4- a;® 4- 37^  4- 37 4- 1 and i =  10.
W e then start the outer loop with 
; =  0
W e set
5 =  6 .
The inner loop is then started for the first time with A; =  0 and we set
f {x)  =  1637® — 8437® 4- 22637^  — 27337® 4- 121a;® 4- 37^  ^ 4- 37® 4- a;^  4- 37 4-1.
Subsequent passes of the inner loop give A; =  1 and
/(a;) =  156a;® -  1134a;^ -H 3327a;® -  4263a;® -F 1921a;^ -F a;® 4- a;^  4- a; 4-1.
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k — 2 and
/(æ ) =  1206æ^ -  9933æ® +  30837a;® -  40823a;'  ^+  18721a;® +  a;^  +  a; +  1.
A; == 3 and
/(æ ) =  8157a;® -  71673a;® +  230527a7  ^ -  311723a;® +  144721a;^ +  a; +  1.
k — 4 and
/(a;) =  50682a;® -  462818a;4 +  1523602a;® -  2090297a;2 +  978841a; +  1.
W e set
z =  6 to conclude the first run of the inner loop.
The second pass of the outer loop now has
i  =  i.
Calculate
5 =  3
Start the inner loop with 
/c =  0 and calculate
/(a;) =  50682a;® -  462818a;^ 4- 1523602a;® -  2090297a;^ +  978841a; +  1.
A: =  1 and
/(a;) =  -310772a;^ +  1422238a;® -  2090297a;^ 4- 978841a: 4- T
k = 2 and
/(a;) =  a;^  4- 489919a;® -  1468751a;^ 4- 978841a; 4-1.
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k = 3 and
f ( x )  — x^ x"^  -\- 100337  ^ — 99537 +  1.
W e now set
z =  3 to end the inner loop.
The third pass o f the outer loop has 
i  =  2 .
W e set
5 =  0
and start the inner loop for the last time with 
k — 0 and calculate
f {x)  =  37^  +  37® +  100337  ^— 99537 +  1.
Continuing with 
A; =  1 and
/(37) =  37"^ +  37® +  437^  — 99537 +  1,
A; =  2 and
f {x)  =  37^  ^+  37® +  437^  +  437 +  1.
A: =  3 and
/  (37) =  37^  +  37® +  437® +  437 +  1.
W e then set
z =  0 signalling the end of the procedure
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which returns /  (a;) =  +  a:® +  4a;® +  4a; +  1 as the canonical representative of
f {x)  = x^^ +  a:® +  8a:® +  a:’^  +  a;® +  a:® +  a:"^  +  a;® +  a;® +  a: +  1 in Z ^2 y..
5.5 Determining membership of Zpm^ ^
To determine whether a given polynomial, f {x)  is in we simply need to
calculate its reduced polynomial, f {x) ,  by applying Procedure 5.2. /  G Zpm^^ if 
and only if /  =  0. We can now implement the procedure in_Z first mentioned in 
Section 3.2 as Procedure 5.3.
Procedure 5.3 Calculates whether f {x)  G Zpm^x 
p r o c e d u r e  in_Z ( /  G Z [ a : ] ,p " ^  G P )  —> ( b o o l e a n )
f {x)  := reduce(/(a7),p”")
if f {x)  =  0 t h e n
r e t u r n  TRUE
e l s e
r e t u r n  f a l s e  
e n d  if
Examples
a:® +  7a:  ^ +  cc® G .^32,35*
Putting f {x)  =  a:® +  7a:  ^+  a;® andp”  ^ =  3® we run the procedure reduce(/(a:),p’^ ) 
to see if the canonical representative, / ,  of /  in Z[x]/Zpm^x is 0.
W ith j  =  0 in the first pass of the loop, we get s =  6 
A: =  0 and
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/(æ ) =  15a;® -  78a;4 +  225a;® -  273a;® +  120a;
We put 2 =  6 and enter the second pass of the loop 
7 =  1 and 5 =  3
k  now loops thorugh a number of values and the degree of /  is reduced each time:
A; =  0
/(a;) =  15a;® -  78a;  ^ +  225a;® -  273a;® +  120a;
A; =  1
/(a;) =  -33a;'^ +  195a;® -  273a;® +  120a; 
A; =  2 
f { x )  — 96a;® — 207a;® +  120a;
k  =  3
f { x )  =  81a;® — 72a;.
W e put 2 =  3.
In the third pass we have 7 =  2 and so 5 =  0
Again the inner loop is passed with a range of values of k ,  this time reducing the 
coefficients of / .
A; =  0 
f { x )  =  81a;® — 72a; 
A; =  1
f { x )  ~  — 7 2 x  
k  —  2  
f { x )  -  0 
A: =  3 
f { x )  =  0
W e now have 2 =  0 and so our final value of /  is 0, hence a;® +  73;^  ^+  a;® G
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Number of Sequences Generated by Integer Coefficient Polynomials 
modulo ■jn
Calculating the size of Z[rc]/Zpm 3,, i.e. the number of different canonical repre­
sentatives that can be output by reduce for any given p'^, gives us the number of 
different sequences that can be generated by integer-coefficient polynomials eval­
uated modulo p ^ .
This number can also be thought of as the size of Im 1/) where ip is the homomor­
phism defined in equation (5 .1) at the end of Section 5.2 .
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Chapter 6
U nbounded Symmetries
As discussed in Section 1.4, the symmetry groups of tlie unbounded PGPs are 
those of the seven frieze groups shown in Figure 1.3 on page 11. The symmetries 
of these groups are a translation (T), which is always present in an unbounded 
PGP, a rotation (R) of | ,  a reflection (V) in a line perpendicular to the transla­
tion, a reflection (H) in a line parallel to the translation and a glide reflection (G) 
— a combination of a translation and reflection in a line parallel to the translation. 
We refer to unbounded PGPs as open.
6.1 Detecting Frieze Symmetry Generators
The ideas behind detecting the symmetries of an open PGP are much the same 
as those behind detecting the symmetries of closed PGPs. W e will look at vari­
ous differences of the generating polynomial /  and see whether the result is a zero 
evaluating ideal. If so, then the angular difference of various pairs of edges can be 
determined that in turn will imply a symmetry.
To detect whether the PGP generated from a given /  G Z[x] and G P  is un­
bounded we can use procedure is_closed (Procedure 4.1 on page 3 8).
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Translation
The translational symmetry of an unbounded PGP is certain. The vertex at the 
first repetition of the pattern marks the point whose position vector corresponds 
to the translation vector. The point of first repetition can be found using the same 
procedure as for bounded PGPs, first_rep (Procedure 3.1 on page 3 0). We can use 
this point to limit the number of points checked in a search for refiectional and 
rotational symmetries.
Reflection in Line Perpendicular to Translation
W liat we are checking for here is the same kind of refiectional symmetry detected 
in closed PGPs. That is, the edges equally distant on either side of a particular 
vertex (or mid-point of an edge) are oriented with one at the negative angle of 
the other (plus |  since one is mirrored in the ‘opposite direction’ to the other) 
relative to the line bisecting the edges adjacent to the vertex or edge in question 
(see Figures 4.1 on page 59 and 4 .2  on page 62). W e can thus use the procedure 
has_ref_symm (Procedure 4 .3  on page 6 5 ), although we should note that the cal­
culation of p := rot_symm(/,p"^) is unecessary since the bounded rotational sym­
metry is guaranteed not to exist! The procedure rot_synrinn(/,p” )^ will in this case 
return the value 1. This prompts us to create an alternative procedure identical 
to Procedure 4.3 with the exception of the calculation of p mentioned above. We 
shall call this procedure open_has_ref-symm shown in Procedure 6 .1 .
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P ro ced u re  6 .1  Determines whether the open PGP Vf(x),p^ has a line of reflection, 
p r o c e d u r e  open_has_ref_symm ( /  G Z[x],p‘^  G P )  ( b o o l e a n )
p ' ^ '  : =  first_rep(/,p"^)
r p^'
for A; := 0 to r  — 1
if in_Z(A/(A; +  x ) — A f { k  -  2 -  x ) ,p ^ )
OR in_Z(A/(A: -  1 +  x )  — A f { k  -  x ) , p ^ )  t h e n  
r e t u r n  TRUE 
e n d  if 
e n d  fo r  
r e t u r n  FALSE
Example
The open PGP +22“+11 ,25 has refiectional symmetry.
W ith /(x )  =  4x® +  13x® +  22^ +  11 and p ^  = 5®, the procedure first calculates 
p'^' as 25 using the procedure first-rep (/, p ^ ) . This means we have to check poten­
tially 25 vertices and edge mid-points as the intersection with an axis of refiectional 
symmetry. Fortunately in this example we don’t have to check all 25.
For A: =  0, in_Z(A/(A: +  x) — A f { k  -  2 -  x),p"^) returns f a l s e  and 
ln_Z(A/(A: -  1 +  x) — A f { k  -  x),p"^) returns f a l s e  .
For A: =  1, in_Z(A/(A; +  x) — A f ( k  -  2 -  x),p™') again returns f a l s e  , however
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Figure 6.1 Rotational symmetry in an open PGP about a vertex.
(A + 2)
/Ek-I
(A -  2)Rfc-1
in_Z(A/(A: -  1 +  x) — A /(^  -  x)^p^)  this time returns t r u e  since 
f [x)  — f {~x)  — lOOæ — 50 =  0 mod 25.
Hence Ha;3+i3x2+22=^ 4-ii,25 has refiectional symmetry.
%3+13z2+22=:+ll,25
Rotational Symmetry
It is clear that since an open PGP contains a translational symmetry, the only rota­
tional symmetry that might occur is of degree 2. The rotational symmetry found in 
an open PGP is different in nature to the rotational symmetry found in bounded 
PGPs. W hat we are looking for in this case are the edges equally distant on ei­
ther side of a particular vertex (or mid-point of an edge) oriented the same (i.e. in 
opposite directions when considering one edge is being traversed in the ‘opposite 
direction '). Figures 6.1 and 6.2 demonstrate these cases.
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Figure 6.2 Rotational symmetry in an open PGP about the mid-point of an edge.
From Figure 6.1 we can see that rotational symmetiy can occur around the vertex 
Vk if and only if
f{ k  +  j)  =  f{ k  -  J -  1) mod p'
for j  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,----
i.e.
(6 .1)
From Figure 6.2 we can see that rotational symmetry can occur around the centre 
of the edge if and only if
for j  =  0,1, 2 , . . . .  
i.e.
f  {k x) — f  {k — x) G Zpm^^. (6 .2)
We can use equations (6.1) and (6.2) in a procedure, open_has_rot_symm, that takes 
/  G 1-[x\ and G P  and returns a boolean t r u e  if the open PGP, Vj^pm, has 
rotational symmetry. This can be seen in Procedure 6.2.
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Procedure 6.2 Determines whether the open PGP generated from /  G Z[x] and
has rotational symmetry of degree 2. 
p r o c e d u r e  open_has_rot_symm ( /  G Z[rc],p’^  G P )  - 4  ( b o o l e a n )
pm' first_rep (/,p ” )^
for A: := 0 to p"^ ' — 1
if \n-Z{f{k-\-x) — f { k ~ x - l ) , p ^ )  OR \n-Z{f {k + x) — f  {k -  x)^ p'^) then
return TRUE
end if
e n d  for
return false
Example
The open PGP has rotational symmetry (of order 2).
W ith f {x)  — 4x^ +  2x'  ^ and p ^  =  3^, the procedure first calculates p^ ' as 27 using 
the procedure first_rep(/, p”^). This means we have to check potentially 27 vertices 
and edge mid-points as the centre o f rotational symmetry. Fortunately in this ex­
ample we don’t have to check all 27.
For A: =  0, in_Z(/(a;) — f { - x  -  l),p '^)  returns f a l s e  , however, 
in_Z(/(a;) — f { - x ) ^ p^ )  returns t r u e  since
7(3:) -  /(-a ;)  =  0.
Hence % 6_|_2z2,27 has rotational symmetry of order 2.
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Figure 6.3 Glide reflection in an open PGP.
A f j k  + 2) '{k + 8)
+ 3)
Ha;6+2a;2,27 (rotated fot space)
Glide Reflection
The detection of a glide reflection is very close to the detection of the first repetition 
of a PGP given /  andp"*. Since a glide reflection is a repetition of the initial pattern 
reflected in a line parallel to the translation, we would have a number of edges, 
followed by the same number of edges and then the first repeat would occur. 
This means that the point of first repetition must correspond to an even number, 
hence p — 2 for a glide reflection. Similarly, the reflected part must start at the 
point which corresponds to exactly half way to the point of first repetition.
From Figure 6.3 we can see that for a glide reflection to occur, the forward differ­
ence of J{x)  must satisfy
A /(j )  -F +  0  =  0 mod p"
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for j  =  0,1,2 . . .  and r =  first_rep(/,p"^). From this we have
A / ( a ; )  +  A / ( a :  +  | )  G ( 6 . 3 )
Equation (6.3) allows us to formulate the procedure has_glide_ref which takes 
/  G ~L[x\ and G P  and returns a b o o l e a n  value depending on whether the 
open Vf^pm has a glide reflection.
Procedure 6.3 Determines whether the open PGP generated from /  G Z[a:] and
has a glide reflection, 
procedure has_glide_ref ( /  G Z [æ ],p”  ^ G P )  —)■ ( b o o l e a n )
if p  =  2 th e n
p ^ '  :=  first_rep (/,p ” )^
if m '  >  0  th e n
if i n _ Z ( A / ( x + p " ^ ' “ ^) +  A / ( a ; ) , p " ^ )  th e n
return TRUE
e n d  if
e n d  if
e n d  if
return f a l s e  
Example
The open PGP Pæ5+æ‘‘+3æ3+5æ2+2,i6 has a glide reflection.
W ith f [x)  = 3x^ +  +  2 and p ^  — 2^, the procedure first calculates
p ^ '  as 4 using the procedure first_rep (/,p ”^). Procedure 6.3 enters no additional 
loops, and so the number of tests does not depend on /  or p" .^
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In this case, m ' > 0 so we need to calculate whether
A f ( x  +  Af { x )  G 2pm a
and
A/(æ  +  p"" +  A /(a ;) =  +  188æ  ^+  2306æ  ^+  13384æ +  29492.
The procedure in_Z now tells us that this polynomial is indeed in 2 pm 3, and hence 
&G+a;4+3a;3+5a;2+2,i6 has a glide reflection.
^®+x"^ +3x2+5a;2+2,16
6.2 Reflection in Line Parallel to Translation
w h en  a PGP that displays a reflective symmetry in a line parallel to the translation 
is considered, we realise that such a reflection can only be achieved by means of a 
contrived manner. The order o f the edges does not really lend itself to a ‘sensible’ 
map that takes an edge onto its image after reflection. This is because any such 
map will invariably miss the mapping of edges along the central line (the line of 
reflection) onto themselves, which would be desirable.
One way we can make an open PGP to have a reflection in a line parallel to the 
translation is to ‘double back’ for the reflective repetition (see Figure 6.5(a)). Alter­
natively, we might repeat the pattern from one side in reverse on the other, before
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Figure 6.4 Possible methods for an open PGP construction to display reflective 
symmetry in a line parallel to the translational symmetry.
Vo %  Pm P i i
„  P i P 4 1
P s P l3
V7 VÎ4 Vi5 
(a) Doubling back
Vo Vs P ig V i 1
„  P i P 4
P 7 P s Pg P is
P e P s P l4
V12Vis
As
(b) Reverse reflection
translating along the central line (see Figure 6.5(b)).
Since a reflecton in a line parallel to the translation can only be achieved in an hin- 
naturaP manner we do not present any methods to detect this symmetry. How­
ever, two examples are presented of PGPs that display a reflection in a line parallel 
to the translation. Both these examples were carefully constructed using the meth­
ods described later in Chapter 8.
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Examples
”^ x9-l-2a;7+25a:5 +  1003:3+64x2+96x,256
T i ? + 1  + 8 z 2  + 2 0 r ,3 2
Part III
Construction
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Chapter 7
Unit Periodic Sequences
7.1 Introduction
In Part II we have determined how to predict the symmetry group of the shape of a 
PGP derived from a given polynomial evaluated modulo a given prime power. In 
this part we endeavour to determine how we might go about constructing a poly­
nomial evaluated modulo a prime power which will produce a PGP with a desired 
(feasible) polygon.
Feasible Polygons
W e define here what we mean by a feasible polygon. The polygon may be open or 
closed.
Clearly, any polygon that is to be derived from a PGP must have its edges of unit 
length, and each edge, Ej, restricted to an orientation of a j ~  from the x-axis, for 
some G P  and aj G Z^m.
We must also stipulate that the pattern of edges must repeat after the p"^'-th edge, 
or close after the -t\i edge for some 0 ^  ^  m.
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D e f in it io n  7.1: A feasible polygon for generation by a PGP is any polygon
27Tpmwith edges of unit length, all restricted to an orientation that is a multiple of 
radians from the horizontal, for some G P , and either a) p^' edges, or b) a rep 
etition after p^' edges, where 0 <  m ' ^  m.
Any such feasible polygon has an associated p^-periodic sequence of values from 
Zpm, and any p”^-periodic sequence of integers has an associated feasible polygon.
Unit Periodic Sequences
W e now introduce the concept of unit periodic sequences which can be used to 
construct any periodic sequence we might require to generate a given feasible poly­
gon.
D e f in it io n  7.2: The n unit periodic sequences., Un^ i (i — 0,1, 2 , . . .  , n — 1),
with period n, are defined as
Un,i — i^j)j
with
1 i f  j  ~  i mod n,a
0 otherwise.
for i =  0,1, 2 , . . .  , n — 1.
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i.e.
i n —1 n—1
Un,i =  (0 , ... , 0 , 1 , 0 , ... , 0 , 1, 0 , ... , 0 , . . .) 
for z == 0,1, 2 , . . .  , n — 1.
W e can use these unit periodic sequences to construct in a linear way any integer 
sequence, A, with period
p m _ i
^ — i^j)j  —
j= 0
Iterated Forward Differences
To simplify several of the proofs later in this section, we start with a lemma that 
allows us to restrict our examination of the iterated forward differences on an ar­
bitrary p"^-periodic integer sequence to that of just the sequence Upmfi.
Lem m a  7.1: If  A^t/n,o =  then
A  Un,i ~  { '^ j-i+ n )j  >
for z =  0,1, 2,.... , n -  1.
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PROOF:
n —1
=  ( l , o 7 7 o ,  1, 0, 0, . . . )
n —2
— ( - 1 , 0 . . .  , 0 , 1 , - 1, 0 , 0 , . . .) 
i n—1
U n,i — (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, 0, . . .)
i n - 2
A ^ U n ,i =  A U n ,i  =  (6 Z % 0 , 1 , 1 ,  -1, 0 ,0 ,..  .) 
and so the lemma is true for k — 1.
It is clear that since Un,^ h  the sequence Un,o with each term shifted n ii places 
to the left (the terms with negative indices being lost), that Un,ii+i^ is the same se­
quence as Un,ii with each term shifted n — Z2 places to the left.
Assuming that the lemma is true for k ^  r, then since A ’^U„,o is a linear combina­
tion of the Un,i (i =  0 , 1 , . . .  , n — 1), say
n—1
A’ L4i,o — y  ^
then
n —1
A Uji^ i = G'Unj+Z"
j = 0
We now have that
n —1
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and
n —1
j —0
Hence, A'^'^^Un,i is the same linear combination of the shifted unit periodic se­
quences and is itself simply a version of A'^'^^Unfi with each term shifted n — i 
places to the left.
□
W e have established that any -periodic sequence, A  — (ttj) ., can be written as 
the linear combination of unit sequences Upm^ i {i — 0 , 1 , . . .  ,p"^ — 1), We have 
also shown that the results of iterating the forward difference operator. A, on each 
Upm^ i are essentially the same. This means that examining the behaviour of an arbi­
trary p”^-periodic integer sequence when iterating the forward difference operator, 
we need only examine the behaviour of the first unit p”^-periodic sequence, Upm Q.
7,2 Limits of Iterated Forward Differences
In this section we will establish that the limit, modulo p ^ , of a p '^-periodic inte­
ger sequence when iterations of the foiward difference operator are taken, is the 
zero sequence. The limit is attained (necessarily, since the sequences are of in­
teger values) and we will prove in Theorem 7.4 that it is always attained by the 
(p”  ^-f- (m — l)(p  — l)p ” “^ ^)-th iteration.
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W hen we iterate the forward difference operator on Upm^ Q, the non-zero terms in­
volve alternating sums of binomial coefficients, and so we will find it useful to 
prove the following:
Lem m a  7.2: I f  k = p^~^{p — 1), then the binomial coefficient
k \  f ( - l ) ^ ^ m o d p  i f f  — qp'^'^ { 0 ^ q < p ) ,
I 0 mod p otherwise.
PROOF: We will prove this lemma in two ways. The first is a direct approach
counting factors of p, whilst the second is an algebraic argument.
The direct approach starts by considering the binomial coefficient b — (^) which 
can be written as a ratio of factorials:
k\
A:. (A: -  1) .  (A; -  2 ) . . .  (A; -   ^+ 1)
( 7 . 1 )1 2 . 3 . . . ^
Putting k = (p -  l)p” ~^^  and I  =  qp^~^ +  r  ( 0 ^ g < p ,  0 ^ r <  p^~^),  we wish 
to evaluate (7.1) modulo p, since b is an integer and has a value modulo p. To find 
this value, we first evaluate each factor in the numerator and denominator of (7.1) 
modulo p"^“  ^ if it is not a multiple o f p ^ , and as a multiple of p^~^ otherwise.
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W hen 0 <  r  < we get
x((p -2)p"‘- i ) - ( - l ) . - . ( -p '" + l )
X ' '
X ' (-1) ' - ' (-r+1))
in the numerator and
1  • 2  • • • (jf  ^ • 1  • 2  ' • • (2 p " ^  ^) • • • 1 • 2  • • • {qp  ^ • 1 • 2  • • • r  
in the denominator.
From this it is clear that most of the terms that are multiples of p will cancel each 
other, and most of the none-multiples of p will also cancel leaving
~  pna-l . ^
It is clear in this case where i  is not a multiple ofp"^ from equation (7.2) that there 
is an extra factor of in the numerator than in the denominator, and so
6 =  0 mod p.
In the case where f  is a multiple of p^~^, i.e. t  = qp^  ^ (0 <  g < p), then the
expression in (7.1) we will have
X ((P“ 2)p'” )^ • (-1) ‘ • ■ (-p ^ + l)
X ' "
X((p-Q')p'""^ ) ' (-l)'"(-p"'4-l)
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in the numerator and
1 ' 2 • • • (p^ ^)1 • 2 • • • (2p^ )^ • • • 1 ’ 2 • • ' {qp^  
in the denominator.
Now we have a different set of terms that are multiples of p cancelling, and all of 
the none-multiples of p cancelling to leave
 ^ • ( (p -l)p ”"“ )^ • ((p-2)p^-^) ' ' {p-q)p'"^~^
pTJi-i . 2p^~^ . . . .  qp^~^
We can now cancel all the powers ofp"^~^ to leave
5 =  • (p-1) ■ (p -2 )---- (p-g)
1  • 2  • • • ■ Ç
which we can reevaluate modulo p to give
=  ( - 1 ) ^ ^  ( 7 . 3 )
This concludes the first proof.
The algebraic proof considers the ring over two variables Zp[A, Y], which is an 
integral domain since Zp is.
Let
u  =  a n d 6  =  y P " " \  ( 7 . 4 )
Now
(o4-6)^-XG +  6) =  oP-F6P
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and
-  . . .  +  ( - iy - ^ f f -^ ) ( n  +  6) =  +  (f.
Since 2p[A , Y] is an integral domain,
(a +  6)^-^ =  -  oP-^6 4- -  . . .  +  ( - 1) ^ - ^ - ^
Now we apply (7.4) and use the binomial theorem;
- i \  p - i ^ =  (X  +  y)p '" hp-i)
pm l ( p _ l )
— 5 3   ^(p-i)-j) y j
j=o
— (x^*""^)^"^ — (X^"*"  ^)P-2yp"*'' _|_
+  (_ l)p - i(y p " - ')p -h  
Equating coefficients gives the lemma.
□
Results similar to, though not including, the above lemma can be found in [13, 
11,4,  9, 2].
W e are now in a position to start our proof of when the zero sequence limit is 
attained. The first result we should note concerns the (p — l)p"^“ ^-th iteration of
Upmfil
Lem m a  7.3: If A is an integer sequence with period p^ , then ifA; =  (p - l)p"^"\
the sequence A^^A, which is the A:-th iteration of taking the forward difference of 
A with each term evaluated modulo p, is periodic with period .
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PROOF: Since A is a linear combination of Upm^ i (z =  0, 1, . . .  -  1), and
Lemma 7.1 tells us that each of the j is a translation of A* jUpm^ o we need
only show that Ajp^ C7pm_o is -periodic.
W e can see that
n —1
Upmfi =  ( 1 , 0 , . . . ,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ,
n —2
A^f/pm 0 — ( “ 1, 0 , . . . ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  1 , - 1 ,  0 , .
n —3
=  ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , - 2 , 1 , 0 ,
n —4 
/ -------------  \
, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 
, 0 , 0 , 0 , ! , .
. . ,  0 , 0 , 1 , - 2 , 
A^f/pm^o — ( “ 1, 0 , . . . ,  0 ,  1 ,  —3,  3 , - 1 ,  0 , . . . ,  0 , 1 , - 3 ,  3 ,
. )
■ )
=  (%),'
where
an =  <
üp^n  if J  —  Oj
0 if 0 < j  < p ^ ' \
ün-J-P''
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From Lemma 7.2 we know that
A:\ _  f ( -1 )'^  ^ m o d p  i f f  =  qp'^~^ {0 ^  q < p),
0 mod p otherwise.
and hence we find that the terms aj in ( a f j  = A^Upm q evaluated modulo p are
such that
(_ 1)0 +A:+913) =  1 m o d p  if j  =  +  qp^~^ (0 ^  q < p),
0 mod p otherwise.
Hence, evaluating each term modulo p in A^Upm^ we get
A^ p)f/pm^ o =  (1 ,0 ,0 , . . .  , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0, . . .  , 0 , 1 , . . .  ). (7.5)
Hence the lemma.
□
W ith Lemma 7.3 we can continue to prove the main result o f this section.
T h e o r e m  7.4*. If A: = p ”^  +  (r-l)p™ '~^(p-l), and A is an integer sequence with 
period p^ , then the A;-th forward difference of A is congruent to the zero-sequence 
modulo p^. 
i.e.
A^^r,A =  (0,0,0, . . . )  (7.6)
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PROOF: This proof is achieved by means of a double inductive argument. We
will give a brief overview first to clarify the steps in the proof. W e may also wish 
to refer to Figures 7.1 and 7.2 as examples.
We establish that the p ^ -th  iteration of the forward difference operator acting on a 
unit p^-periodic sequence has each term congruent to 0 modulo p. The 2p^-th it­
eration is then a (linear) combination of this iteration with itself giving a sequence 
that is zero modulo p^ (this type of combination of a p ”^ -periodic sequence with it­
self is known as a circular or wrapped convolution [5]. However, using Lemma 7.3 
we can prove a tighter result than this.
W e can combine the p^ -th  iteration with the p"‘“ ^(p — l)- th  iteration (which 
consists of the sum of a p”^"^-periodic sequence and other terms congruent to 0 
modulo p) to form the (p"  ^ -j- p”^~^(p — l))-th  iteration. The terms congruent to 
0 modulo p in the p” “^ ^(p — l)- th  iteration will disappear modulo p^ in the re­
sulting combination, whilst the p"^" Aperiodic sequence should have disappeared 
modulo p^ by the + p’^ “^(p — l)-th  iteration on from p"^“ ^(p — 1) (assum­
ing our result is true for p"^~^-periodic sequences) which is before we reach the 
(pTTi — l))-th  iteration as required.
Hence the {p^ (p — l))-th  iteration is the zero sequence modulo p^. We will
apply this argument inductively to increase the power of p for which the iterated 
sequence is congruent to the zero sequence.
The proof in full:
Any n-periodic integer sequence A is a linear combination of the unit n-periodic
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sequences i.e. if A =  ( o j ) t h e n
n - l
A y  aj Un,i •i=Q
Hence,
n - l
i=0
From Lemma 7.1 we know that each of the terms in are simply a ‘trans­
lation’ of the terms in thus it remains only to show that
~  {^ ) 0,0, . . . )
for k — p'^ -y {r — — 1).
Continuing the iterative process, seen in the proof of Lemma 7.3, of taking a for­
ward difference of the sequence Upm^Q to the {p^ -  l)- th  iteration we get, now 
putting A: =  -  1,
A 'î/ ,. ,0  =  ( ( - 1 ) '© .  0 ,  ( -1 )4 D
Ifp  =  2, then the first term of A t^/pm_o is +1 and equal to the second term. Ifp  f  2 
and hence odd, then the first term is -1 and the negative of the second term. Thus, 
the next forward difference is
= ( 1 + ( - i r , c D . - c D ,  ( T ) , . .. 1 + ( - i r , . . . ) .
(7 .7)
In (7.7) the first term is 2 if p =  2, and 0 otherwise. The other p ^  — 1 different 
terms are ± (^7) some 1 ^  f  ^  p”  ^ -  1. Now
p""^ _  p'"(p'" -  l)(p"" -  2 ) . . .  (p"" -  ^ + 1)
1 ' 2 ' 3 ' " ^
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and following the same routine as in Lemma 7.2 we can see that for 1 ^  ^  -1 ,
^ 1 = 0  mod p. (7.8)
Hence, all terms in (7.7) evaluate to 0 modulo p. If (a^). =  AP^Upm^Q  ^ then the 
terms a i , . . ,  , apm_i are 0 modulo p because they are either plus or minus a bino­
mial coefficient seen in (7.8). uq evaluates to 0 modulo p since in the case when p 
is odd, ao =  1 -f (-1)^’" =  0, and in the case when p =  2, ao == 1 4- (-1)^"" =  2.
Hence (7.6) is true for all and r  =  1.
Putting m =  1, and using Lemma 7.3, we see that
A ^ % ,o  =  (1,1,1, . . . )
i.e.
A"-^t/p,o = ( l , l , l , . . . )+ P '4  (7.9)
for some p-periodic integer sequence A.
Now let us assume that (7.6) is true for m  = 1 and any 1 ^  r'. Then
=  (0 , 0 , 0 , . . . ) .
Since this is true for Up^ Q it is true for any p-periodic integer sequence, and in par­
ticular,
^p+(7 -i)(p-i)^ _  (0, 0 ,0 , . . . )  for 1 <  r  ^  r'
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I.e.
^p+(r-l)(p-l)^ =  p r^ / (7.10)
We also Imow that A (1 ,1 ,1 ,...)  =  (0) and so putting V  =
/XP*r{p-l)jj^^ _  ^ p + ( r - l ) ( p - l ) y
=  (0) +  A
=  (0) +  p • p^A'
=  p''^^ A'
I.e.
Aj’".'^-'>t/p,o =  (0 ,0 ,0 ,. . ,)  fo r2 4  r  + 1 r ' + 1 (7.11)
and since we know this to be true for r =  1,
A fy ’- ‘)('’-‘)|7p.o =  (0 ,0 ,0 ,...)  for 1 ^  r  <  /  + 1. (7.12)
Hence, by induction, (7.6) is true for m =  1 and all r G N.
Now if we assume that (7.6) is true for m  =  m', then putting q = { p -  l)p"^^~  ^ and 
k — p ' ^  + {r -  l)q
A ^PpW ,o =  (0) f o r r e N .  (7.13)
Now assuming (7.6) true for m =  m' + 1  and r ^  r', then putting q' — (p -  l)p” ~^^  
and k' = p ^  + {r -  l)q'
A("prjt/j3m 0 =  (0, 0, 0, . . .)
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I.e.
A^' =  p'-C for 1 <  r <  r' (7.1 4 )
for some p^-periodic integer sequence C. This means that
=  A ^  [U pm -yo + P - D ]
=  A^'Up»r_i,o-|-pA*'D (7.15)
for some p”^-periodic integer sequence D, by (7.5). Since D is a linear combination 
o f the (z =  0 , 1 , . . .  ,p"^ -  1), then by (7.14)
A^r)D =  (0) (7.16)
and since m  — 1 = m', and
k' — p ^ ' +  r(p -  l)p"  ^ =  p"^  +  (r -  l)(p  -  l)p ”^ “  ^ — p ^ ' 4- r(p -  l)p^''^
=  p"" -F rp"" -  p"" -  rp""-^ -F p""-^
-  (p""-^ 4- rp""-^ -  rp""-^)
=  r ((p — 2)p” "^^  4- p”^ "^ )
> 0
k' > p^' 4- r(p  -  l)p"^' \
then by (7.13)
A{;r.qDp",-i,o =  (0). (7.17)
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Hence by equations (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17)
hence (7.6) is true for all m, r  G N.
□
Examples
See Figures 7.1 and 7.2
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Figure 7 .1  6/ 24,0 and its iterated forward differences m od u lo  2 ^ .
= 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
^O6)f l^6,0 = 15, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0, 0 0 0 0 0 1.
^fl6) ^ 16,0 = 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 0 0 0 0 1 14,
(^16) ^ 16,0 = 15, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 0 0 0 1 13 3
= 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 0 0 1 12 6 12,
^06)^16,0 = 15, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 0 1 11 10 6 5
= 1, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 1 10 15 12 15 10
^^ 16)^ 16,0 = 15, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 1, 9 5 13 3 11 7
1, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 12 8 6 8 12 8 , . . . )
15, 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 4 12 14 2 4 12 9, . . . )
(^16) 1^0,0 ~ 1, 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 13 8 2 4 2 8 13 6 , . . . )
'^ (1^ 6) ^ 16,0 = 15, 0 0 0 0 1 5 7 11 10 2 14 6 5 9 11, . . . )
'^ (1^ 6) ^ 16,0 = 1, 0 0 0 1 4 2 4 15 8 12 8 15 4 2 4, . . . )
'^ (10)1^ 16,0 — 15, 0 0 1 3 14 2 11 9 4 12 7 5 14 2 13,. . . )
'^ (^ 6) ^ 16,0 = 1, 0 1 2 11 4 9 14 11 8 11 14 9 4 11 2 , . . . )
'^ (16)^ 16,0 = 15, 1 1 9 9 5 5 13 13 3 3 11 11 7 7 15,. . .)
1^6,0 — 2 , 0 8 0 12 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 12 0 8 0 , . . . )
14, 8 8 12 4 8 8 6 10 8 8 12 4 8 8 2 , . . . )
10, 0 4 8 4 0 14 4 14 0 4 8 4 0 10 12, . . . )
A(\^ 0)C/ie,o = 6 , 4 4 12 12 14 6 10 2 4 4 12 12 10 2 14,. . .)
= 14, 0 8 0 2 8 4 8 2 0 8 0 14 8 12 8 . . . . )
A(16)C7i6,0 — 2 , 8 8 2 6 12 4 10 14 8 8 14 10 4 12 6 , . . . )
A^ 2^ )?7i6,o = 6 , 0 10 4 6 8 6 4 10 0 6 12 10 8 10 12, . . . )
= 10, 10 10 2 2 14 14 6 6 6 6 14 14 2 2 10, . . . )
0 , 0 8 0 12 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 4 0 8 0,.. .  )
^08)^16,0 = 0 , 8 8 12 4 8 8 0 0 8 8 4 12 8 8 0 , . . . )
A%)tllG,0 = 8 , 0 4 8 4 0 8 0 8 0 12 8 12 0 8 0 , . . . )
8 , 4 4 12 12 8 8 8 8 12 12 4 4 8 8 8 , . . . )
= 12, 0 8 0 12 0 0 0 0 8 0 4 0 0 0 , . . . )
Afi6) 1^6,0 = 4, 8 8 12 4 0 0 4 12 8 8 4 12 0 0 12, . . . )
Afi%t/l6,0 = 4, 0 4 8 12 0 4 8 12 0 12 8 4 0 12 8,.. .  )
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12 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
—  ( 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  . . .  )
=  ( 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 ,  . . .  )
=  ( 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 0 ,  . , . )
=  ( 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 8 , 8 ,  . . .  )
^ a e ) U i 6 , 0  =  ( 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  . . .  )
A ^ ^ ) l 7 i 6 , o  =  ( 8 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 8 , 8 , 0 , 0 , 8 ,  . . .  )
A ^ f 6 ) t / i 6 , 0  =  ( 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 , 8 , 0 ,  . . .  )
^ U 6 ) ^ 1 6 , 0  =  ( 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , . . . )
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  . . .  )
12 , 12 , 12 , 12 , 12 , 12 , 12
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Figure 7 .2  Ugs p and its iterated forward differences m od u lo  3^.
A^27)^ 27,0 
?^27)^ 27.0 
(^27)^ 27,0 
(^27)^ 27,0 
(^27) [^ 27,0
A(27) ^ 27,0
^^ 27)^ 27,0 
[^27)^ 27,0 
(^37)^ 27.0 
'^ (27)^ 27,0 
'^ (2°7)^ 27,0 
(^27) (^ 27,0 
(^27) (^ 27,0 
A(^|7) 1/27,0  
(^27) (^ 27,0 
(^27) (^ 27,0 
A(^ |7)C/27,0 
^^ (27)^ 27,0
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 . 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 . 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 . 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 .
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 . 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 . 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0, 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 0
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 . 0 , 
0 , 0 . 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 1 , 
1, 16,
15, 12,
24, 11,
14, 2,
15, 21, 
6, 16,
10, 19,
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 . 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 1 , 
1 , 2 0 , 
19, 1, 
9, 24, 
16, 21, 
6, 24,  
18, 6, 
15, 12, 
24, 6, 
9. 17, 
8, 16, 
8, 17,
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 1 , 
1 , 2 2 , 
21, 15, 
21, 19, 
25, 16, 
18, 9. 
18, 21, 
3, 21, 
18, 9, 
18, 14, 
23, 2, 
6, 12, 
6 , 1 1 , 
5, 23,
0 , 0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 1 , 
0, 1 ,2 5 ,  
1 ,2 4 ,  3, 
23, 6, 23, 
10, 17, 5,
7, 15, 21.
8, 6, 7, 
25, 1, 19,
3, 18, 9,
15, 18, 17, 
3, 26, 11,
23, 12, 15,
16, 3, 13, 
14, 10, 13, 
23, 3, 15,
7, 12, 11, 
5, 26, 17,
(^27)^ 27,0 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 9, 18, 7, 18, 9, 15, 18, 9, 21, 18, 9,
(^27)^ 27,0 26, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 8 9, 3, 15, 9, 24, 21 9, 16, 11, 18, 6, 3, 18, 12, 24, 18, 19, . . .  )
^ ^ 2 7 ) ^ 2 7 ,0 = 1, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 7, 1 21, 12, 21, 15, 24, 15 7 , 2 2 ,  7, 15, 24, 15, 21, 12, 21, 1, 7, . .  . )
'^^27)^27,0 = 26, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 6 , 2 1 , 2 0 18, 9 , 2 1 , 9, 18, 19 15, 12, 8, 9, 18, 6, 18, 9, 7, 6, 21, . . .  )
^ ^ 3 7 ) ^ 2 7 ,0 = I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 5 , 1 5 , 2 6 , 2 5 18, 12, 15, 9, 1 ,2 3 2 4 ,2 3 ,  1, 9 , 1 5 , 1 2 , 1 8 , 2 5 , 2 6 , 15, 5 , . . . )
{^27)^ 27,0 - 26, 0, 0, 0, 1, 4, 10, 11, 26, 20 21, 3 ,2 1 , 19, 22, 1 26, 5, 8, 6 , 2 4 ,  6, 7, 1, 16, 17, 23, . . .  )
^ ( 2 7 ) ^ 2 7 , 0 = 1, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 1 , 1 5 , 2 1 ,  1 9, 18, 25, 3, 6 ,2 5 6, 3 , 2 5 , 1 8 ,  9, 1 , 2 1 , 1 5 ,  1, 6. 3, . . .  )
A^|7 )C/27,0 26, 0, 1, 2, 3, 22, 14, 6, 7, 8 9, 7, 5, 3, 19, 8 24, 22, 20, 18, 19, 20, 21, 13, 5, 24, 25, . . .  )
A^2®7) C/27,0 - 1, 1, 1, 1, 19, 19, 19, I, 1, 1 25, 25, 25, 16, 16, 16 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 ,  1, 1, 1 , 1 9 , 1 9 , 1 9 , 1. 1, . . .  )
A(J!y) 1/27,0 = 0, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 24 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, IS, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, . . . )
A ^ 2^ )  c/27,0 = 0, 0, 18, 9, 0, 9, 18, 0, 24, 3 0, 18, 9, 0, 9, 18 0, 3, 24, 0. 18, 9, 0, 9, 18, 0, 0, . . . )
^ ( 3 7 )  (^27,0 0, 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9, 24, 6, 24 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9 3 ,2 1 ,  3 , 1 8 , 1 8 , 1 8 ,  9, 9, 9, 0, 0, . . . )
^^^27)^27,0 = 18, 0. 0, 18, 0, 0, 15, 9, 18, 21 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 21 18, 9, 15, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, . . . )
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^^ 27)^ 27,0 ■ 
f^a\)*^ 27,0 :
^ ( 2 7 )  ( ^ 2 7 ,0  :
Af^ 7)t/27,0 : 
A f ^ T ) [ / 2 7 , 0
A^ 27)%7,0
(727,0 : 
A f l^ )  (727,0 :
^^ 27)^ 27,0
A f ^ T ) [ / 2 7 , 0
<^(27) (^27,0
A f ^ 7 ) Z ; 2 7 .0
(^27)^ 27,0
A ^ ^ , ) [ / 2 7 . 0
( 9 0, 18, 9, 0, 15, 21, 9, 3, 6. 0, 18, 9, 0, 21, 24, 18, 6, 12, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, . . .  )
( 18 18, 18, 18, 15, 6, 15, 21, 3, 21, 18, 18, 18, 21, 3, 21, 15, 6, 15, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, . . .  )
{ 0 0, 0, 24, 18, 9, 6, 9, 18, 24, 0, 0, 3, 9, 18, 21, 18, 9, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . . )
( 0 0, 24, 21, 18, 24, 3, 9, 6, 3, 0, 3, 6. 9, 3, 24, 18, 21, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . .  . )
( 0 24, 24, 24, 6, 6, 6, 24 , 24 , 24. 3, 3, 3, 21, 21, 21, 3, 3, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .  )
( 24 0, 0, 9. 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .  )
( 3 0, 9, 18, 0, 18, 9, 0, 6, 21, 0, 18, 9, 0, 9, 18, 0, 24, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2 4 , . . .  )
( 24 9. 9, 9, 18, 18, 18, 6, 15, 6, 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9, 24, 6, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 6, . . .  )
( 12 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 15, 9, 18, 12, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 15, 9, 18, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 9, 18, . . .  )
( 15 0, 9, 18, 0, 15, 21, 9, 21, 15, 0, 18, 9, 0, 15, 21, 9, 12, 24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 24, 12, 9, 21, . . .  )
( 12 9, 9, 9. 15, 6. 15, 12, 21, 12, 18, 18, 18, 15, 6, 15, 3, 12, 3, 0, 0. 0, 24, 15, 24, 12, 21, . . .  )
( 24 0, 0, 6, 18, 9, 24 , 9, 18, 6, 0, 0, 24, 18, 9, 15, 9, 18, 24, 0, 0, 24, 18, 9, 15, 9, 18, . . .  )
( 3 0, 6, 12, 18, 15, 12, 9, 15, 21, 0, 24, 21, 18, 6, 21, 9, 6. 3, 0, 24, 21, 18, 6, 21, 9, 8 , . . .  )
( 24 6, 6, 6, 24, 24, 24, 6, 6, 6, 24, 24, 24, 15, 15, 15, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 24, 15, 15, 15, 24, 24, . . .  )
( 9 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, . . . )
( 13 0, 18, 9, 0, 9, 18, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 9, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 18, 9. 0, 9, 18, 0, 9, . .  . )
( 9 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9, 0, 0, 0, 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, . . .  )
( 9 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .  )
( 13 0, 18, 9, 0, 9, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, . . .  )
( 9 18, 18, 18, 9, 9, 9, 0, 0, 0, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 0, 0, 0, 9, 9, . . . )
( 9 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 9, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, . . . )
( 13 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 18, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 18, 0, 9, 18. 0. 9, . . .  )
( 9 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9. 9. 9, . . .  )
( 9 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .  )
( 13 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 9, . . .  )
( 9 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 9, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0 0. 0, 9, 9, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 9, 9, . . . )
( 13 0 0, 0 0 0, 9. 0, 0 18, 0, 0, 0, 0 0, 9, 0, 0, 18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9 0, 0, . . . )
( 9 0 0 0 0 9, 18, 0, 18, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0 9 18, 0, 18, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 18 0, 18, . . .  )
( 18 0 0, 0 9 9, 9, 18, 18 18, 0, 0, 0, 9 9 9 18, 18, 18, 0, 0, 0, 9, 9, 9 18 18, . . .  )
( 9 0 0 9 0 0, 9, 0, 0 9, 0, 0, 9, 0 0 9, 0, 0 9, 0, 0, 9. 0, 0, 9 0 0, . . . )
( 13 0 9 18 0 9, 18, 0, 9 18, 0, 9, 18, 0 9 18, 0, 9 18, 0, 9 18, 0, 9, 18 0 9, . . .  )
( 9 9 9 9 9 9, 9, 9, 9 9, 9, 9, 9. 9 9 9 9 9 9, 9, 9 9, 9, 9, 9 9 9, . . .  )
( 9 0 0 0 0 0, 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 0 0, . . . )
A^:f7)[/27,0
A ^ l^ )  (727,0 =  
f^j7)[/37,0 =
^^ 2^ 1^ 27,0 =
A ^ )  (727,0 =
f^27)^ 27,0 =
A fsV ) (727 ,0 =  
A f^7 ) (727,0 =  
A f l^ )  (727,0 =  
7^fa7) (727,0 =  
(^27)(727.0 = 
^ ( 2 7 )  (727,0 =  
^^ 27)(727,0 = 
(727,0 =  
T ^ flr)  (727,0 =  
(727,0 =  
A®M) (727,0 =  
^^27) (727,0 =
'^^ 2 7) (727,0 =
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7.3 Alternating Sums of Binomial Coefficients
Another way of calculating the values of is in terms of alternating sums
of binomial coefficients.
We have seen that the first p™' — 1 iterations of A on Upm^Q generate terms that are 
either zero or plus or minus a binomial coefficient. After the — l)-th  iteration, 
the binomial coefficients cascading down from each periodic value 1 in Upm^ start 
to ‘interfere’ with their adjoining sets of binomial cofficients. This is perhaps best 
seen in an example (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2).
In fact we can calculate the value of the Tth term of A^Upmfi in terms of an alter­
nating sum of binomial coefficients, for i =  0 ,1 , . . .  — 1, as
/  t&bzl \
V /  7=0
This and Theorem 7.4 leads us to the following 
C oro llary  7.5:
fc+.7 P
£=min(l,j)
for k =  — l)(p  — 1), any j  e  {0,1,2 , . . .  — 1}, any r, m G N and
p prime.
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Examples
W e put p ~ 3 , m  = 2, r  — 4: which means k = 27, and we run j  from 0 to 8.
Since p, m, r and j  are variable in the sum, many more examples are available!
Ç (_ l)t-3 "« + o  =  - 1  +  4686825 -  4686825 H- 1
=  0
=  0 mod 3^
Ç(_l)<=-3V+i J  =  -2220075 +  8436285 -  27
=  6216183
=  0 mod 3"^
=  888030 -  13037895 +  351
=  -12149514 
=  0 mod 3^*
Ç(_l)fc-3»f+3 ^  =  -296010 +  17383860 -  2925
=  17084925 
=  0 mod 3"^
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Ç(_l)fc-32«+4 =  80730 -  20058300 +  17550
=  -19960020 
=  0 mod 3^
Ç(_,^)t-32«+6 =  -17550 +  20058300 -  80730
=  19960020
=  0 mod 3“^
Ç (_l)t-32 j+ 6  =  2925 -  17383860 +  296010
=  -17084925 
=  0 mod 3'^
Ç(_l)j:-3>f+7 =  -351 +  13037895 -  888030
= 12149514 
=  0 mod 3^
Ç(_l)fc-3"£+8 ^  = 2 7 -  8436285 +  2220075
=  -6216183 
=  0 mod 3"^
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Chapter 8
C onstruction o f a PGP
8.1 Polynomials and Sequences
Having found a sequence, A, to produce a certain shape in a PGP, we need to find 
a polynomial, /  € Z[o;], such that f { j )  =  aj mod for j  =  0 , 1 , . . .  -  1.
Does such a polynomial always exist?
i.e. , for a given E P  and an integer sequence A =  {o>j)j with period is 
there a polynomial f {x)  G Z[æ] with f { j )  = aj m odp^?
L e m m a  8.1: For each -periodic sequence (over Z), {dj ) j ,  there exists a poly­
nomial f {x)  G 1.[x] such that f { j )  = aj mod if and only if the polynomial 
Upm{x) G 1.[x] exists, where
Upm (0) =  1 mod p^
Upm[i) = 0 modp"^ for Î =  1, 2 , . . .  ,p”  ^— 1.
P R O O F :  If f {x)  G X[x], then f { x  — %)G Z[x] {i G Z), and the sequence pro­
duced by f { j  — i) mod is the same as the sequence generated by f { j )  m odp”^
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with each term shifted i  places to the right. Given a polynomial u ^ m  ( x )  as above, 
then
p m _ i
/ M  =  a j U p m { x - j ) ,
j - 0
hence it is sufficient to find such a polynomial, Upm[x).
It is necessary since Upm^ o is a p”^-periodic sequence of integers, and hence corre­
sponds to a feasible shape.
□
8.2 Construction of a Feasible Shape by a PGP
W e will now attempt to find methods of construction of feasible shapes by means 
of a PGP. W e will show that a feasible shape defined by a p^-periodic sequence 
evaluated modulo p"^, ( o j ) i s  not  always possible to construct by means of a PGP. 
However, the same shape can be constructed by the sequence {p^aj)j evaluated 
modulo p"^+  ^ for some r  to be determined.
Iterated Forward Differences
By means o f iterating the forward difference operator on polynomials and compar­
ing with the results on iterating the forward difference operator on unit periodic 
sequences from the previous chapter, we will show that not every p"^-periodic se­
quence of integers can be generated by an integer-cofdcient polynomial. However, 
we will attem pt to get around this problem by showing that a particular shape asso­
ciated with a p”^-periodic integer sequence evaluated modulo p”  ^ is also associated
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with a p"^-period.ic sequence evaluated modulo for some r  G N. Note that 
the division of the circle into equal angles in the new construction, instead of 
the angles in the original, means that each term in the sequence must be mul­
tiplied by p’’ so that it represents the same angular displacement from the Ox-axis.
This means that we are no longer trying to find a polynomial Upm {x) and instead 
are trying to find a polynomial ?;(x) such that
, _  f mod p™+f if z =  0 mod p^
^  0 mod p” +^^  otherwise.
Lem m a  8.2: The polynomial Upm{x) G Z[rc] exists if  and only if  m =  1.
PROOF: The sequence generated by ûpm{x)y the reduced polynomial given by
reduce(u ,p”^), over the values x ~  0 , 1 ,2 , . . .  is the unit periodic sequence
Q ( 1 , 0 , 0 , . . .  , 1 , 0, 0, . . . ^.
It is easy to show that the sequence generated by Aüpm{x) over T =  0 ,1, 2 , . . .  is 
AUpm^ Q, and similarly for iterated forward differences.
W e know from Theorem 7.4 that the sequence Upm^Q talces exactly 
p’^ ~^(pm — m -f-1) iterations of the forward difference operator before it becomes 
the zero sequence (modulo p"*). Hence Upm {x) takes p ^ “ ^(pm — m +  1) iterations 
of the forward difference operator before evaluating to zero modulo p” .^
However, we know from Lemma 5.1 that if Upm {x) exists, then an equivalent poly­
nomial Upm (a:) of degree less than Spm also exists generating the same sequence and 
hence its forward differences also generate the same sequences as those of Upm[x).
Since üpm{x) is of degree less than or equal to s^m, the Spm-th iteration of the for­
ward difference operator acting on üpm (x) is the zero polynomial, since the forward 
difference operator reduces the degree of a polynomial by (at least) one.
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Now , for m ^  2,
p i n - l  _  2 
m + l) ,p  ^  (p?7l ÎTl -\- 1 )  — ^
since eachp”^ “  ^ contributes at least to
> m ( p - l )
^  m
and so p‘^ ~  ^{pm — m +  1) > Spm,
Hence the sequence f/^ m o cannot be generated by any integer coefficient polynom­
ial evaluated modulo p^ for m  ^  2.
W hen m — 1, we are considering integer coefficient polynomials evaluated over 
the field Z p . Since Zp is a field, we can find a polynomial in Z[a;] for p-periodic 
sequence of integers, this can be achieved using typical polynomial interpolation 
methods since the resulting polynomial will have rational coefficients which exist 
within Zp and hence have an equivalent value in Z when evaluated modulo p. 
Hence the sequence Up^ can be generated by a polynomial in Z[x).
□
8.3 Constructing Polynomials
W e can construct a polynomial, / ,  from a feasible sequence that will take on as 
many values from the start o f the sequence as possible, by adding a certain multiple
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ofa:(a;—1) • ■ • {x—j)  t o / a s  j  =  0 ,1 , 2 , . . .  ,Spm. Each of these polynomials will not 
affect the first j  values of f ,  but will affect those onwards. W e control the amount 
of x{x — l ) - ' - { x  — j )  added on to /  to affect the j  4- 1-th value to the desired value 
from the given sequence. We can then continue with x{x  — 1) • • • (a; — j  4-1).
A procedure that implements this method is interp found in Procedure 8.1.
Procedure 8.1 A procedure that takes a p"^-periodic integer sequence, A,  and tries 
to formulate a polynomial /  such that /  generates A  when evaluated over the in­
tegers modulo p^.
p r o c e d u r e  interp {A =  {aj)^ G G P )  - 4  ( Z p m [ æ ] )
if A j j m j A  =  ( 0 ) j  t h e n  
f {x)  := 0
fo r  j  0 to  Spm — 1
z{x) x { x - l ) - - { x -  (j  -  1)) 
if p\p{aj -  f { j ) ) / z { j )  t h e n
/(æ) := / W  4- -  / ( ; ) ) /z (j)
e l s e
e x i t  p r o c e d u r e  
e n d  if 
e n d  fo r
r e t u r n  red u ce(/(a ;) ,p ’^ )
e l s e
e x i t  p r o c e d u r e  
e n d  if
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Notes on Procedure 8.1
The test p \ p { ü j  — f { j ) ) / z { j )  is simply to determine that the power of p  dividing 
üj — f { j )  is greater than or equal to the power of p  dividing z{j).  This is required 
so that exists modulo p^.
Note that if this test fails, then the value f { j )  cannot be made to equal aj modulo 
p ^  without affecting some of the values of  f{i),  0 ^  i < j ,  which are already cor­
rect {i.e. f {i )  = ai m od p^). In this case the procedure exits with no return value. 
Similarly, if  the input sequence A  does not become the zero sequence ‘quicldy 
enough’, i.e. after the largest degree polynomial in 1 \x \ ! Z ^ m (of degree — 1) 
has iterated to the zero polynomial under the same operator, then the procedure 
exits with no return value.
Example
If we wished to generate the sequence (1, 5,3, 7, 5,1, 7,3 , . . . )  by a polynomial eval­
uated modulo 2^, the procedure in terp ((l, 5, 3,7, 5 ,1 ,7 ,3 , . . . )  ,2^) gives:
Starting with j  =  0 and /  (a;) =  0,
!{x)  = f {x)  4- lz ( j- i) (= )l.
W ith j  — 1
/ ( æ )  =  / ( a ; )  4 -  4 z ( j _ i ) ( = ) 4 a :  4 - 1 .
Then with j  = 2
f {x)  = f {x)  +  5z(j_i)(=)5æ^ -  a; +  1.
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W ith ; =  3
f {x)  =  f {x)  +  2z(^j-i){=)2x^ -  x^ 3x 1, 
and finally, reduce(/,p” )^ =  2a;^ +  3a;^  - f  7 x  +  1
% 3 + 3 æ 2 + 7 æ + l,8
8.4 Increased Power Constructions
Lemma 8.2 hints at how we might resolve the problem of not being able to gen­
erate any feasible shape from a polynomial evaluated modulo p^ .
W e should note that the shape generated by the p”^ -periodic sequence A = .
modulo is the same shape generated by the p”^-periodic sequencep’'A =  {p^clj)j 
modulo p"^+'’.
The key here is that Spm+r increases as r increases, whilst the number of iterations of 
the forward difference operator needed to reduce p^A to the zero sequence modulo
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pmH-r -g ym (m — l), the same as that o f A. This is because the terms in
p’’A  already have a factor of p"' throughout, and the sequence is still p”^-periodic, 
not -periodic as any general sequence might be, when working with PGPs 
modulo
We can determine how large r might be by increasing r  until we have 
Spm+r ^  p"^-fp"*'“ ^(p—l)(m -- l) . Unfortunately, for larger values of m the value of 
r  increases rapidly, making computations more difficult if not impractical. How­
ever, a modest amount of success can be achieved for some simpler examples.
Example
W hen creating a PGP to display the symmetries of the most symmetric frieze group 
(see Figure 1.3) seen at the end of Chapter 6 we first find the sequence and value 
of p ^  associated with the (feasible) shape required, namely
A  — (0, 2,0, 6,4,6,0,  2, . . . )
with p”^  =  2 .^
Procedure interp does not attem pt an appropriate value of /  since the sequence 
does not iterate to the zero sequence (modulo p"^) quicldy enough under the fir- 
ward difference operator {i.e. the sequence takes longer to disappear than the most 
stubborn polynomial in 1\x\lZpm^^ o f degree Spm.
In this case, the first iteration of that equals the zero sequence is n =  8,
and 823 =  4.
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W e wish to find r such that Spm+r ^  8, and the smallest such r  is 2 (found by in­
crementing r from 0 until the condition is satisfied).
W e are now looking for a polynomial /  G such that
(/(;■) m od  = p " ’ A
i.e.
( / ( i )  mod 2") =  (0 , 8 ,0,24,16,24,0,8, . . . )
Using interp now yields
j {x) — interp(4A, 2^) — x'^  +  llx^ 4- Sx"^  4- 20a;
+1 la;3+8æ2+20æ,32
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Chapter 9
Special Cases
9.1 Rotating Quadratics
In this section we will attempt to apply the procedures formulated in Part II to 
find some interesting closed PGPs generated by quadratics f {x)  — ax^ -i- bx c 
evaluated modulo prime powers, p^,  
p ^  /a , b.
For simplicity, let us assume that the first repeat of our polynomial sequence mod­
ulo p^^ is p’^ .
Rotational Symmetry
For rotational symmetry, we need to find m' < m  (where p ~  is the degree
of rotational symmetry) such that
f{x-\-p"^') ~  f {x)  =  c -f z{x)
for some z G i.e.
2 a p ^ ' X  -f  a p ' ^ ' ^ ' 4-  b p ^ '  =  c 4- z(æ)
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for some non-zero constant c  G Zpm and z G
The easiest way to ensure this would be to have
p '" - '" '|G an d p '"-" '' (9.1)
Reflectional Symmetry
The conditions required for reflectional symmetry given in equations (4.13) and 
(4.16) after some algebra, require either
2clx{x  4 - 1 )  G  Zpm^x ( 9 . 2 )
or
2 a x '^  G Zpm^^. (9.3)
This can only happen when p"^|a, which is a case we are discounting since then 
/  is not a ‘true’ quadratic, or p =  2 and p” “^^|a in the case of (9.2) or p =  2 and 
p'^~^\a in the case of (9.3). Hence, any quadratic evaluated modulo p”  ^with p > 2 
cannot display reflectional symmetry.
Examples of Constructing Quadratic PGPs of Given Symmetry Group
From (9.1) we can put a — p^~ ‘^ ' and b coprime to p to generate a PGP with ro­
tational symmetry of order p^~ '^ '.
W e present some examples in Figure 9.1.
Further examples of quadratic generated PGPs can be seen on the cover title page.
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F igu re 9 .1  Some closed PGPs with high degrees of rotational symmetry generated 
from quadratics.
2 4 3 243 2^7x2+4æ,81
'^7x^+x,49 49 Hx2-f3x,49
^13a;2+x,169 H 3 x 2 + 3 x ,1 6 9 1^3x2+5x,169
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9.2 Number of Shapes modulo p
In this section we look more closely at the specific cases when m =  1 with closed. 
PGPs, i.e. we are looking at PGPs with polynomials, f {x)  € Z[a;] evaluated over 
the integers modulo a prime, p. We will be interested to count the number of 
different closed shapes, and discard repeats of the same basic shapes, that is shapes 
that are the same through rotation or reflection. W e should note that since we 
are working over a field Zp , any p-periodic sequence of integers modulo p can be 
generated by an integer coefficient polynomial.
Since we are interested in closed PGPs, we should note that a sequence generating 
a closed PGP modulo a prime p, must span the whole of Zp, since Procedure 4.1 
requires
p —\
$p(æ) divides
j= 0
and the cyclotomie polynomial
0 p ( c c )  =  1  +  i t  ~t~ x ^  +  . . .  +  x ^
Counting
There are \{p — 1)! different sequences that start with 0, ignoring any reverses of 
already counted sequences.
u =  of these are equilateral p-gons (mostly ‘star-shaped’), with constant angu­
lar differences of 1, 2 , . . .  , u. Each of these sequences/shapes have symmetry group 
Dp. There is exactly one arrangement of each equilateral p-gon in our original 
counting of |( p  — 1)!.
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Figure 9.2 Num ber of shapes 
p.
of each symmetry group for PGPs evaluated modulo
V group Dp group Di trivial group tota l
3 1 0 0 1
5 2 2 0 4
7 3 21 15 39
11 5 1915 81515 83435
W e now count those sequences that correspond to shapes with symmetry group 
D i, being careful to subtract the u arrangements with symmetry group D^.
These arrangements are palindromic., and there are
u( ^ )  (p -  3) (p -  5) . . .  -   ^ -
different arrangements.
The remaining sequences correspond to shapes with the trivial symmetry group, 
each of which has 2p arrangements.
Note that |( p  — 1)! — u — (u!2““  ^ — v)p  is divisible by 2p since
k(p - 1)! -  “ (p -1 )  = I {{p -1)! -  (p -  i ) q
which is 0 modulo p by W ilson’s Theorem.
Thus we can count the number of different closed shapes that can be generated by 
a PGP evaluated modulo a prime for given values o fp  (see Figure 9.2).
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Example
See Figure 9.3 as an example of all the essentially different shapes available from a 
PGP with = 7.
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Figure 9.3 The 39 ‘essentially different’ shapes possible from a PGP evaluated
modulo 7.
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Conclusion
Summary
W e have presented methods that can predict the symmetry group of a PGP, V/^pm 
given /  G Z[a:] and G P . Because of the guaranteed periodic nature of the se­
quence generated by f { j )  evaluated modulo for j  =  0,1, 2 , . . .  we can classify 
bounded PGPs as closed, and unbounded as open.
For bounded PGPs we have presented a complete set of procedures for 
pre-calculating the symmetry group. For unbounded PGPs we have gone some 
way to classifying the PGP into one of the seven frieze groups. However, because 
of the unsatisfactory nature o f the reflection in a line parallel to the translation, we 
have not shown how this symmetry can always be predicted.
We have provided means to classify all polynomials into their coset of Z[a;]/Zpm 
and in particular ways of testing whether a given polynomial when evaluated over 
Z  is always congruent to 0 modulo p^ , even if /  is not the zero polynomial in
Zpm [if].
We have also seen how possible shapes are largely, though not exactly, equivalent to 
p”^-periodic sequences and that the question of generating particular shapes is sim­
ilar to that of generating related periodic sequences modulo a prime power. In our 
investigations into constructing the shapes associated with the feasible sequences
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we have seen how the iterated foiward differences of -periodic sequences evalu­
ated modulo disappear {i.e. converge to the zero sequence) sooner than might 
be anticipated, and how this allows for a host of identities for alternating sums of 
binomial coefficients evaluated modulo prime powers.
Comparing the iterated foiward differences of p"^-periodic sequences with that of 
polynomials in Z[a;]/.2pm 3,, we have seen that certain sequences are unavailable 
through polynomial evaluation, and we have indicated how it is possible to raise 
the power on the prime in order to allow more flexibility in the available polyno­
mials, resulting in a desired shape being generated by a different sequence than 
might initially have been thought the most appropriate.
Finally we have applied some of the theorems of Part II to the special case of /  be­
ing a quadratic, and seen how striking images with cyclic symmetry groups (though 
mostly not dihedral) can be made through a PGP. The special case when the PGP is 
calculated evaluating polynomials modulo a prime is also investigated. This more 
straightforward case, where we are working over a field, Zp, means that all possible 
sequences are available through polynomials, and we look particularly at finding 
the number o f essentially different closed shapes that can be generated modulo p.
In the appendices can be found many examples of PGPs with /  the cubic ax^, for 
various values of a with /  evaluated modulo n  for a range of values of n. A  script 
is given that will generate encapsulated POSTSCRIPT flies of the PGP specified in 
terms of /  and n, with many options to vary the appearance of the PGP. We also 
present the procedures developed in Parts II and III as genuine working code for
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a freely available mathematical package.
Final words
The ideas behind the methods of reconstruction given in Part III could be tight­
ened somewhat to provide a less ‘hit-and-miss’ method of ‘interpolating’ a poly­
nomial modulo in order to generate a given shape.
Variants on the construction presented here have been investigated elsewhere (in 
particular [1,8], and many of the theorems and procedures contained in this thesis 
could be adapted to suit these variations.
A ppendices
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Appendix A
Cubic Examples
F igu re  A .1  A collection of PGPs with n =  2 ,3 , . . .  ,29 and with f { x )  = ax^ for 
Q =  1,2, ■. ■ , n -- 1.______________________________________________________
n = 2
n — 3
n = 4
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Ha;3,5 %3,5
?1 =  6
'^2x^ ,6 'Psx f^i '^ 4x^ ,6 'Pbx^
n =  7
'Plx^J %3,7 J  % 3 J  %3,7 %3,7
n =
n =  9
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n =  10
CO CO CO
l^a;3,10 2^æ3,10 %3,10 Hx»,10 %3,10 %^,10 %3,10 10
n =  11
O f 0 0  CO 0 0  0 0 CO
% 3 ,1 1  % 3 ,1 1  % 3 ,1 1  ^4x3,11 7^5x3,11 'Pqx^^ i i  V jx^,!! % 3 ,1 1  % 3 ,1 1  C ioa;3 ,ll
n =  12
'Plx^ ,12 % 3  12 %3,12 %3,12 % 3  12 %3_12 %3,12 %3,12 Hx3,12 Ci0x3
n =  13
H x3,13 % 3  13 %3,13 %3,13 % 3  13 %3,13 ^7x3,13 ^8x3,13 9^x3,13 7^ 0x3
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n =  14
'^ Ax^ ,lA ”^æ ,^14 ^^ æ^ ,14 %^æ^ ,14 ^æ^,14 '^ IQx^
H ix3,14 1^2æ3,14 7^ 3^ 3,14
n =  15
H æ 3,15 "^2x3,15 ^3=3,15 % 3 ^ i s  '^5a;3,15 % 3 ,1 5  ’H a;3,i5  % 3 ,1 5  % » ,1 5  H o x 3 ,i5
H la;3 ,15  ^ 2 x 3 ,1 5  ^ 3 x 3 ,1 5  ^ 4 x 3
n =  16
1^x3,16 ^2x3,16 % 3  16 % 3  16 %3,16 %3,16 ^7x3,16 ^x3,lG %3,16 Rox3
H ix 3,16 ^ 2 x3,16 ^ 1 3 x3,16 ' R 4x3,16 ^ 5 x 3 ,1 6
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71 =  17
H x3,17 %3,17 H x3,17 %3,17 ^5x3,17 %3,17 % 3  ly %3,17 Hx3,17 Hox3,17
H ix 3,17 ^ 2 x3,17 7^3x3,17 'R 4x3,17 Pi5a;3_i7 7^6x3,17
71 =  18
7^x3,18 7^2x3,18 7^3x3,18 7^4x3,18 7^5x3,18 7^6x3,18 7^7x3,18 7^8x3,18 7^9x3,18 7^10x3, 18
7^ 11x3,18 7^ 12x3,18 7^ 13x3,18 7^ 4x3,18 7^ 6x3,18 7^ 16x3,18 7^ 17x3,18
71 =  19
^  ^  ^  ^  ^
7 ^ 1 x 3 ,1 9  7^2x 3 ,1 9  7^3x 3 ,1 9  7^4x 3 ,1 9  7^5x 3 ,1 9  7^6x 3 ,1 9  7 ^ x 3 ,1 9  7 ^ 8 x 3 ,1 9  7 ^ 9 x 3 ,1 9  7 ^ 1 0 x 3 ,1 9
o r \ >  - W  / v / ^  I w f
7^11x3,19 7^12x3,19 7^13x3,19 7%4x3,19 7^15x3,19 7^16x3,19 7 i7 x 3 ,1 9  7 i8 x 3 ,1 9
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7T, =  20
”Ha;3,20 20 % » ,20 'p5x^ ,2Q 'P&x^ ,20 %3,20 'Psx^ ,20 Hx3,20 '^ 10x^ ,20
DO-xnTLTLru
R  1x3,20 7^ 2x3,20 7^ 13x3,20 7^ 14x3,20 7^ 15x3,20 7^ 6x3,20 7^ 17x3,20 7^ 18x3,20 7^ 19x3,20
71 =  21
7^ 1x3,21 7^ 2x3,21 7^ 3x3,21 7^ 4x3,21 7^ 5x3,21 7^ 6x3,21 7^ 7x3,21 7^ 8x3,21 7^ 9x3,21 7^ 0x3,21
7^ 11x3,21 7^ 2x3,21 7^ 13x3,21 7^ 14x3,21 7^ 15x3,21 7^ 16x3,21 7^ 7x3,21 7^ 18x3,21 7^ 19x3,21 7^ 20x3,21
n =  22
71x3 ,22  7^2x3,22 7^3x3,22 7^4x3,22 7^5x3,22 7^6x3,22 7^x3,22 7^8x3,22 7^9x3,22 7^0x3,22
7^ 11x3,22 7^ 2x3,22 7^ 13x3,22 7^ 14x3,22 7^ 5x3,22 7^ 6x3,22 7^ 7x3,22 7^ 8x3,22 7^ 9x3,22 7^ 20x3,22
7^1x3,22
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n =  23
<M>
7^1x3,23 7^2x3,23 7^3x3,23 7^4x3,23 7^5x3,23 7^6x3,23 7^x3,23 7^8x3,23 7^9x3,23 7^0x3,23
A " V  #  O r
7^ 1x3,23 7^ 12x3,23 7^ 13x3,23 7^ 4x3,23 7^ 15x3,23 7^ 6x3,23 7^ 17x3,23 7^ 18x3,23 7^ 9x3,23 7^ 0x3,23
7^ 21x3,23 7^ 22x3,23
joAJT-orLn
7^1x3,24 7^2x3,24 7^3x3,24 7^x3,24 7^5x3,24 7^6x3,24 7^7x3,24 7^8x3,24 7^x3,24 7^10x3,24
n_n_n_n_n_ru
7^ 11x3,24 7^ 12x3,24 7^ 13x3,24 7^ 4x3,24 7^ 5x3,24 7^ 6x3,24 7^ 7x3,24 7^ 8x3,24 7^ 9x3,24 7^ 20x3,24
7^ 1x3,24 7^ 22x3,24 7^ 3x3,24
n =  25
-A
7^1x3,25 7^2x3,25 7^3x3,25 7^x3,25 7^x3,25 7^6x3,25 7^7x3,25 7^x3,25 7^9x3,25 7^0x3,25
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H læ 3 ,2 5  'Pl2x^,25 R 3^3,25 ^ 4 x 3 ,2 5  'Pl5x^,25 ^16x3,25 R 7x3,25 'R 8x3,25 ^ 9 x 3 ,2 5  ^20x3,25
2^1x3,25 %x3,25 %x3,25 ^4x3
n =  26
^1x3,26 %x3,26 %3_26 %3,26 5^x3,26 6^x3,26 ^7x3,26 %3,26 Hx3,26 Hox3
H ix 3,26 ^ 2 x 3 ,2 6  H sx3,26 ^ 4 x3,26 ^15x3,26 ^16x3,26 ^ 7 x 3 ,2 6  ^ 8 x 3 ,2 6  ^ 9 x 3 ,2 6  ^20x3
2^1x3,26 %x3,26 ’^ 23x3,26 ^4x3,26 ^5x3
n — 27
_A__A_A J7VC7VC7VV
H x 3 ,2 7  % 3  27 % 3 ,2 7  R x 3 ,2 7  % 3 ,2 7  ^6x3,27 % 3 ,2 7  % 3  27 % 3  27 H o x 3
-2JLs-a-s-a_x
H ix3,27 ^2x3,27 ^3x3,27 ^4x3,27 ^5x3,27 1^6x3,27 ^7x3,27 ^8x3,27 ^19x3,27 2^0x3
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-ynrrrrrm W^>\CW- ~V~V~V
2^1x3,27 ”^22x3,27 7^ 3x3,27 2^4x3,27 2^5x3,27 ^6x3,27
n  —  2 S
-TLrLTLanjLn
^x3,28 7^ x3,28 7^ x3,28 ^x3,28 Hx3,28 ^x3,28 ^7x3,28 Hx3,28 9^x3,28 Hox3,28
H ix 3,28 7^2x3,28 H sx3,28 ^ 4 x 3 ,2 8  H sx 3 ,2 8  ^ 6 x 3 ,2 8  "R7x3,28 7^18x3,28 7^9x3,28 7^20x3,28
nJTJT-TLTLTLnJ \  -v v ^ v /^ v A ^
7^ 21x3,28 7^ 22x3,28 7^ 23x3,28 7^ 24x3,28 7^ 25x3,28 7^ 26x3,28 7^ 27x3,28
n =  29
A
7^x3,29 7^2x3,29 7^3x3,29 7^x3,29 7^5x3,29 7^6x3,29 7^7x3,29 7^8x3,29 7^9x3,29 7^10x3,29
7^ 11x3,29 7^ 12x3,29 7^ 13x3,29 7^ 4x3,29 7^ 5x3,29 7^ 16x3,29 7^ 7x3,29 7^ 8x3,29 7^ 19x3,29 7^ 20x3,29
y
7^ 21x3,29 7^ 2x3,29 7^ 23x3,29 7^ 24x3,29 7^ 25x3,29 7^ 26x3,29 7^ 27x3,29 7^ 28x3,29
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Appendix B
PGP Perl Script
A Perl script that generates an Encapsulated PostScript file for a PGP. The script 
will accept a number of command line options to vary the ‘am ount’ and appear­
ance of the PGP generated. This script was used to generate the diagrams in this 
thesis.
Perl is a free scripting language interpreter available for most popular operating 
systems and system architectures.
See h t tp  : //www. p e r i . com/ for more details.
Lines ending with “\ ” signify a single line split for display purposes over multiple 
lines. The “\ ” (and the following line indentation) is not part o f the actual line.
#!/usr/bin/perl
use Math::BigFloat; use Getopt::Long;$Getopt::Long::autoabbrev = 0;$Getopt::Long::ignorecase = 0;
&Main();
sub Main {open(PGPLOG, ">>pgp.log");$date = qx(date);print PGPLOG "pgp SARGVNn";close(PGPLOG);
ftGetandSetOptionsandVariables; fcSequences; ftBoundaries; ftWritePSFile;
>
sub SetDefaults {
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# boolean defaults$AXES = 0;$BORDER = 0;$DASHED = 0;$VERTICES = 0;$EDGES = 1;
$ELABELS = 0;$VLABELS = 0;$SPACE = 1;$ASK = 0;
# other defaults$width = 1.3;$maxheight = 8; $pgplinewidth =0.3; $axeslinewidth = 0.5; éboxlinewidth = 2; $axesarrows = 1; $edgearrows = 0; 
éarrowheadwidth = 3; éarrowheadheight = 8; éedgearrowlength =0.1; $edgearrowangle = 30; $vlabeldist = 0.3; $elabeldist = 0.3; $axesgray = 0.7;$boxgray = 0;
$PgPgray = 0;$vertexgray = 0; édotradius = 2; édefaultaxesextra = 10; $defaultborderspace = 8; èdashl = 0.2;$dash2 = 0;$foutsize = 8; èlinecap = 1;$variable = "x";$numdots = 20; èreport = 1 ;
sub Sequences {# calculate i sequences$dotcount = 0;if ($report) { print STDERR "Calculating sequence "; }for $i ( (0..$end) ) {if ($report) { feCheckDot; >$imodn = &Math::BigInt::bmod($i,$n);($fv = $fx) =" s/x/($iraodn)/g;$fvmodn = (feMath::BigInt::bmod(eval($fv),$n)); push(Sseq, $fvmodn);
>if ($nend) {if ($report) { feCheckOot; }
Qnseq = ();Qnxseq = (0,0);Qnyseq = (0,0);for $i ( ($nbegin..$nend) ) {$imodn = &Math::BigInt::bmod($i,$n);($fv = $fx) =” s/x/(-$imodn-l)/g;$fvmodn = (&Math::BigInt::bmod(eval($fv),$n)); 
push(Qnseq, $fvmodn);
}if ($report) { print STDERR "\nCalculating positions";# calculate x and y sequences$dotcount = 0;$c = $begin;$x = $y = 0;for $f (Qseq) {if ($report) { feCheckOot; >$fi = (2*$PI/$n)*$f;
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if ($c == 0) { $Mx = $mx = $x; $My = $my = $y; } $c —  ;
$x += COS ($fi) ;
$y += sin($fi); if ($x >= $Mx) { $Mx = $x; }
if ($y >= $My) { $My = $y; }if ($x <= $mx) { $mx = $x; >if ($y <= $my) { $my = $y; }push(Qxseq, $x); pushCQyseq, $y);
if ($nend) {$c = 0;$x = $y = 0; for $f (Qnseq) {if ($report) { feCheckDot; >$fi = (2*$PI/$n)*$f;
$ 0  + + ;$x -= cos($fi);$y -= sin($fi); if ($c < $nend) {if ($x >= $Mx) { $Mx = $x; }if ($y >= $My) { $My = $y; }if ($x <= $mx) { $mx = $x; >if ($y <= $my) { $my = $y; }
pushCQnxseq, $x); pushCQnyseq, $y);
sub Boundaries {# calculate boundaries$pgpwidth = $width - 2*($borderspace+$axesextra); èmaxpgpheight = $maxheight - 2*($borderspace+$axesextra) if (($My-$my)*$pgpwidth/($Mx-$rax) > $maxpgpheight) { $scale = $maxpgpheight/($My-$my);> else {$scale = $pgpwidth/($Mx-$rax);}$Mx *= $scale;$My *= $scale;$mx *= $scale;$my *= èscale;if (($Mx-$mx) < $pgpwidth) {$oldMx = $Mx;$Mx = int($Mx*$pgpwidth/($Mx-$mx));$mx = int($mx*$pgpwidth/($oldMx-$mx));
$elabeldist *= $scale;$vlabeldist *= $scale; éedgearrowlength *= $scale;$dashl *= $scale;$dash2 *= $scale;$aMx = int($Mx + $axesextra);$aMy = int($My + $axesextra);$amx = int($mx - $axesextra);$amy = int($my - $axesextra);$bMx = int($aMx + $borderspace);$bMy = int($aMy + éborderspace);$bmx = int($amx - éborderspace); ébmy = int($amy - éborderspace);
sub WritePSFile {open(PSFILE, ">$filename"); 
print PSFILE «EOH; */,!PS-Adobe-3.0 EPSF-3.0 
•/.y jitle : $ t i t l e"/.’/.Creator: pgp’/.’/.Pages : 1
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‘/.'/.BoundingBox : $bmx $bmy $bMx $bMy %’/,DocuinentNeededResources : font Helvetica %'/,EndComment s
/stringbbox {gsave newpath 0 0 moveto false charpath flattenpath pathbbox 4 2 roll pop pop 1.1 mul cvi exch 1.1 mul 
cvi exch grestore} def
/Helvetica findfont $fontsize scalefont setfont % Usage for dirlabel: (string) distance angle x y dirlabel /dirlabel {gsave translate dup rotate exch 0 translate -1 mul \ rotate dup stringbbox -2 div exch -2 div exch moveto show \ grestore} def/edgearrow {gsave translate rotate $edgearrowlength 180 \$edgearrowangle sub sin mul 2 div 0 translate newpath 0 0 \moveto gsave 180 $edgearrowangle sub rotate $edgearrowlength\ 0 lineto stroke grestore newpath 0 0 moveto 180 \$edgearrowangle add rotate $edgearrowlength 0 lineto stroke \ grestore} def /right 0 def /upright 45 def /up 90 def /upleft 135 def /left 180 def /downleft 225 def /down 270 def /downright 315 def /vdist $elabeldist def /edist évlabeldist def
$linecap setlinecap
EOH
if ($AXES) {$xb = $aMy - $arrowheadheight;$yb = éaMx - éarrowheadheight; print PSFILE "
•/.AXES$axesgray setgray $axeslinewidth setlinewidth newpath 0 $amy moveto 0 $aMy lineto stroke newpath $amx 0 moveto $aMx 0 lineto stroke
if ($ax6sarrows) { print PSFILE " newpath -$arrowheadwidth $xb moveto 0 $aMy lineto $arrowheadwidth $xb lineto fill newpath $yb $arrowheadwidth moveto $aMx 0 lineto $yb -$arrowheadwidth lineto fill
if ($report) { print STDERR "\nWriting PS file "; }print PSFILE "%PGP\n$pgpgray setgray $pgplinewidth \setlinewidth\nnewpath\n";#0 AND POSITIVES $c = 0;push(Qseq,"b"); while(Qseq) {if ($report) { &CheckDot; }
$i = shift(Qseq);$sx = shift(Qxseq)*$scale; ésy = shift(Qyseq)*éscale; if ($c == $begin) {$lastsx = $sx; élastsy = $sy; if ($VERTICES) {print PSFILE "newpath $sx $sy $dotradius 0 360 \arc fill\n":}
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H  (dVLSBELS) {$mul = "" ; if ($ASK) •£print STDERR "Direction for V$c label? \
$mul = <STDIN>: chomp $raul;
$vdir = "down"; if ($mul =- /-$!--$/) {print PSFILE "(V$c) ${ranl}l vdist mul $vdir \ $sx $sy dirlabel\n";
if ($mul =" /N/) {$VLABELS = 0;}}}if ($c > $begin) {if (!defined($xseqCO]) && $DASHED) {print PSFILE "[$dashl] $dash2 setdash\n";
if ($EDGES) {print PSFILE "newpath $lastsx $lastsy moveto $sx\ $sy lineto stroke\n";
($lsx,$lsy) = C($lastsx + $sx)/2,($lastsy + $sy)/2); if ($edgearrows && (($DASHED && $c-l < $end) I| \!$DASHED)) {$adir = $lasti*360/$n;print PSFILE "$adir $lsx $lsy edgearrow\n";
if {$ELABELS &fe (($DASHED && $c-l < $end) Il \!$DASHED)) {$raul =$lastc = $c-l; if ($ASK) {print STDERR "Direction for E$lastc label? \ 
[ \ " - \ " , \ " \ " , \ " n \ " ] :$mul = <STDIN>; chomp $mul;
$avg = ($lasti + $n/4);$edir = $avg*360/$n; if ($mul =" /-$!--$/) {print PSFILE "(E$lastc) ${mul}l edist mul \ $edir $lsx $lsy dirlabel\n";
if ($mul =“ /N/) {$ELABELS = 0;}}if ($VERTICES && defined($xseqCO])) {print PSFILE "newpath $sx $sy $dotradius 0 360 \arc fill\n";}if ($VLABELS && defined($xseq[0])) {$mul = if ($ASK) {print STDERR "Direction for V$c label? \C\"-\",\"\",\"n\"]:$mul = <STDIN>; chomp $mul;
$avg = ($lasti + $i + $n/2)/2;$vdir = $avg*360/$n; if ($mul =" /-$|--$/) {print PSFILE "(V$c) ${mul}l vdist mul $vdir \ $sx $sy dirlabel\n";
if ($mul =" /N/) {$VLABELS = 0;
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}}}$lastsx = $sx;$lastsy = $sy;$lasti = $i;$c ++;}«NEGATIVESif ($nend) {$c = 0;pushCQnseq,"b"); while(Qnseq) {if ($report) { feCheckDot; }$i = shift(Qnseq);$sx = shift(Qnxseq)*$scale;$sy = shift(Qnyseq)*$scale; if ($c == $nbegin) {$nextsx = $sx; ènextsy = $sy; if (^VERTICES) {print PSFILE "[] 0 setdash\nnewpath $sx $sy \ 
$dotradius 0 360 arc fill\n";>}if ($c > $nbegin) {if (!defined($nxseq[l] ) && $DASHED) {print PSFILE " [$dashl] $dash2 setdash\n";
if (SEDGES) {print PSFILE "newpath $nextsx $nextsy moveto\ $sx $sy lineto stroke\n";
if (SELABELS && (($DASHED && $c-l < $nend) || \ÎSDASHED) M Soi) {Smul =Snextc = Sc-1; if (SASK) {print STDERR "Direction for E-Snextc \ label? C\"-\",\"\".\"n\"] : ";Smul = <STDIN>; chomp Smul;
($lsx,$lsy) = ((Snextsx + Ssx)/2,(Snextsy + \$sy)/2); Savg = (Snextagaini + $n/4);Sedir = Savg*360/$n;if (Smul =" /~sr-s/) <print PSFILE "(E-$nextc) ${mul}l edist \ mul Sedir $lsx Slsy dirlabel\n";
if (Smul =" /N/) {SELABELS = 0;>}if (SVERTICES && defined(Snxseq[l])) {print PSFILE "newpath Ssx $sy Sdotradius 0 \360 arc fill\n";>if (SVLABELS && defined($nxseq[l])) {Smul = ""; if (SASK) {print STDERR "Direction for V-Snextc \ 
label? C\"-\",\"\",\"n\"]: ";Smul = <STDIN>; chomp Smul;
Savg = (Snextagaini + Snexti + Sn/2)/2;Svdir = Savg*360/$n;Snextc = Sc-1;if (Smul =" /■$!"-$/ && Snextc > 0) {print PSFILE "(V~$nextc) ${mul}l vdist \
M
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mul $vdir $sx $sy dirlabel\n";
if (Smul =- /un i SVLABELS = 0;}}}Snextagainsx = Snextsx; Snextagainsy = Snextsy; Snextsx = Ssx;Snextsy = $sy;Snextagaini = Snexti; Snexti = Si;Sc ++;
if (SBORDER) {print PSFILE "%BORDER\n[] 0 setdash\nSboxgray setgray \ Sboxlinewidth setlinewidth\nnewpath\nSbmx Sbmy moveto\n$bMx \ Sbmy lineto\nSbMx SbMy lineto\nSbmx $bMy lineto\nSbrax $bmy \ lineto\nstroke\n\n";}
print PSFILE «EOF; showpage '///.EOF EOF
close(PSFILE);if (Sreport) { print STDERR "\nSuccessfully wrote PostScript\ 
file $filename !\n"; }
sub GetandSetOptionsandVariables {# constantsSPI = 3.14159265358979323846;
# pre option defaultsfcSetDefaults;
# get word options&GetOptions("polynomiales" => \Sfx, "p=s" => \Sfx,"mod=i" => \Sn,"m=i" => \Sn,"repeats=i" => \$repeats, "range=s" => \Srange,"r=s" => \Srange,"begin=i" => \$begin, "end=i" => \Send,# get boolean options "all" => \$ALL,"A" => \SALL,"axes!" => \$AXES,"a!" => \$AXES,"border!" => \$BORDER."b!" => \$BORDER, "dashedends!" => \$DASHED, "d!" => \$DASHED, "vertices!" => \$VERTICES, "v!" => \SVERTICES,"edges !" => \$EDGES,
"e!" => \$EDGES,"vlabels!" => \$VLABELS, "vl!" => \SVLABELS, "elabels!" => \SELABELS, "el!" => \SELABELS, "space!" => \SSPACE,"s!" => \$SPACE,"ask!" => \$ASK,
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# get other options "width=f" => \$width,"w=f" => \$width,"maxheight=f" => \$maxheight,"mh=f" => \$maxheight,"title=s" => \$title,"t=s" => \$title,"filename=s" => \$filename,"f=s" => \$filename,"edgewidth=f" => \$pgplinewidth,"ew=f" => \$pgplinewidth,"borderspace=f" => \$borderspace,"bs=f" => \$borderspace,"axesspace=f" => \$axesextra,"as=f" => \$axesextra,"arrowwidth=f" => \$arrowheadwidth,"Aw=f" => \$arrowheadwidth,"arrowheightef" => \$arrowheadheight, "Ah=f" => \$arrowheadheight,“axesgrayef" => \$axesgray,"agef" => \$axesgray,"bordergray=f" => \$boxgray,
"bg=f" => \$boxgray,"edgegrayef" => \$pgpgray,"eg=f" => \$pgpgray,"vertexgrayef" => \$vertexgray,"vg=f" => \$vertexgray,"axeswidth=f" => \$axeslinewidth,"aw=f" => \$axeslinewidth,"borderwidth=f" => \$boxlinewidth,"bu=f" => \$boxlinewidth,"vertexradius=f" => \$dotradius,"vr=f" => \$dotradius,"dashl=f" => \$dashl,"dl=f" => \$dashl,"dash2=f" => \$dash2,"d2=f" => \$dash2,"vlabeldist=f" => \$vlabeldist,"vld=f" => \$vlabeldist,"elabeldist=f" => \$elabeldist,"eld=f" => \$elabeldist,"fontsize=f" => \$fontsize,"fs=f" => \$fontsize,"linecapef" => \$linecap,"lc=f" => \$linecap,"numdots=s" => \$nnmdots,"nd=s" => \$numdots,"report!" => \Sreport,"axesarrows!" => \Saxesarrows,"aa!" => \$axesarrows,"edgearrowsI" => \Sedgearrows,"ea!" => \$edgearrows,"edgearrowlengthef" => \Sedgearrowlength, "eal=f" => \$edgearrowlength, "edgearrowangle=f" => \Sedgearrowangle, "eaa=f" => \$edgearrowangle,"variable=s" => \Svariable,"x=s" => \Svariable);
# post option defaults# inches to pointsSwidth *= 72;Smaxheight 72;# timesaversif (SALL) {SAXES = 1 unless SAXES == 0;SBORDER = 1 unless SBORDER == 0;SDASHED = 1 unless SDASHED == 0;SVERTICES = 1 unless SVERTICES == 0;SEDGES = 1 unless SEDGES == 0;SVLABELS = 1 unless SVLABELS == 0;SELABELS = 1 unless SELABELS == G;
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}# rangesettingif ( !(defined{$begin) ** defined($end)) && $range =" \/~(-?[0-9]*)((\.\.)l-)(-?[0-9]*)/) { Sbegin = $1; Send = $4;\
if (Srange =" /~[0-9]+S/) { Srepeats = Srange; } if ( !(defined(Sbegin) && defined(Send)) && Srepeats ) { Sbegin = 0;Send = $repeats*Sn-l;
Sbegin = 0 unless defined(Sbegin);Send = $n-l unless defined(Send);Srange = "$begin-Send";# polynomial, title and filename$fx =" s/[\*\"\s\"\']//g;Sfxmodn = "${fx}_mod_$n:$range";$fx =" s/$variable(\d)/x\*\*Sl/g;Sfx =" s/(\d)$variable/Sl\*x/g;Stitle = Sfxmodn unless Stitle;$filename = "Sfxmodn.eps" unless Sfilename;# spacingif (SSPACE) {Sborderspace = Sdefaultborderspace unless Sborderspace; if (SAXES) {Saxesextra = Sdefaultaxesextra unless Saxesextra;>} else {Sborderspace = 2*$pgplinewidth; if (SBORDER) {Sborderspace += Sboxlinewidth;
Saxesextra = 0;}
# test enough valid options
if (!(Sfx="/~[0-9x\*\+\-\.eE]+S/ && Sn="/'[0-9]+S/ > 0 && \$n>0 && $begin=-/--?[0-9]+$/ && $end=-'/~ [0-9]+$/)) { fePrintUsage; exit 0;}
# initialise other variables
if ($begin<0) {Snbegin = 0;Snend = -3 Sbegin « 0;
= () :Qxseq = (0);Qyseq = (0);Qvlabelseq = (0);Qelabelseq = ();
if (Snend) {Sdotspace = int(($end+$nend)/Snumdots); > else {Sdotspace = int($end/Snumdots);
sub OtherOptions {my Soptions = shift();Sotheroptions .= "Soptions ";
sub PrintUsage {print STDERR«EOÜSAGE Usage: pgp -p f(x) -m n [-r range] [options] -p, — polynomialf(x) a polynomial in 'x'.
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"**", " " are optional, e.g. 3x2+4x+l, '3*x"2 + 4*x + 1 ’, 3*x**2+4*x+l are equivalent.-m, — modn a natural number.-r, — range [ | ( — begin b & — end e ) 1 — repeats r ] range a range of values of the form b-e or b..eb can be negative.
Alternatively a single number r can be used representing the range 0..m*n-l If a range is omitted 0..n-1 is assumed, boolean optionsto switch a boolean option off use — no<option>— axes,-a draws on the x,y-axes.default = off — border,-b draws a bounding box.default = off— dashed,-d or DOTTED draws the end edges as dashedlines (not EG) and misses out the end vertices (not EG). default = off — vertices,-V draws small circles at the vertices.default = off — edges,-e draws the edges.default = on — vlabels,-V labels the edges as VG et c.default = off — elabels,-E labels the edges as EG et c. default = off— ask interactively asks whether labels shouldbe on one side or the other.Best to try without ASK first, then run with — ask and press return for labels on the correct side and enter for labels on the wrong side.Enter ‘n ’ to omit a label.Enter 'N’ to omit all subsequent labels, default = off
— space,-s leaves whitespace for axes (if on) and border, default = on 
— all,-A all of the above except for— ask and — nospace, other options with argumentswidth in inches. Other distances are in points.— width -t, — title -f, — filename — edgewidth — borderspace — axesextra — arrowwidth — arrowheight — axesgray — bordergray — edgegray — vertexgray — axeswidth — borderwidth — vertexradius — dashl — dash2 — vlabeldist — elabeldist — foutsize — linecap — variable
EÜUSAGE
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sub CheckDot {if ($dotcount == $dotspace) { print STDERR $dotcount = 0;
178
Appendix C
G P/Pari Procedures
The procedures developed in pseudo-code in this thesis are presented here for the 
GP/Pari number theoretical computaion package. GP/Pari is available free as 
source or pre-compiled binaries for many popular operating systems and computer 
architectures.
See h t tp : / / l ia s s e .m a th e m a t ik . tu -m u e n c h e n .d e /n tsw /p a r i /  for more de­
tails.
Procedures from the text
firstrepCf,p,m)=
local(mm); for(mm=0,m,if(inZ(subst(f,x,x+p~mm)-f,p,ra),return([p,mm]));
)>
isclosedCf,p,m)={local(mm,r,F,j); mm=firstrep(f,p,m)[2]; r=p'‘mra ;F=sum(j=0,r-I,x*(subst(f ,x, j)‘/,p'’m)) ;if(divrem(F,polcyclo(p~m))[2]==0,return(1),return(0))>
rotsymmCf,p,m)=
localCmm,i,c); mm=firstrepCf,p,m)[2]; 
for(i=0,mm-l, c=(subst(f ,x,p~i)-subst(f ,x,0))7,p~m; if(inZ(subst(f,x,x+p"i)-f-c,p,m),return([p,mm-i]));
) ;returnC[p,0]);
hasref sytnmCf ,p,m) =
local(mm,rho,r,k); mra=firstrepCf,p,m)[2];
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rho=p'"rotsymm(f ,p,m) [2] ; r=p'‘iran/rho ; for(k=0,r-l,if(inZ(subst(fdiff(f),x,k+x)-subst(fdiff(f),x,k-2-x),p,m)I IinZ(subst(fdiff(f),x,k-l+x)-subst(fdiff(f),x,k-x),p,m), return(D) ;):return(0);}
minfactorial(p,m)=
local(r,c,d); 
if(ra==0,0,r=floor(logdiv(p,m)); c=floor(m*(p-l)/(p~r-l)); d=m-c*(p~r-l)/(p-l); c*p“r+minfactorial(p,d);
}
reduce(f,p,m=l)=
local(fb,i,j,8,k); fb=f ;i=poldegree(f); for(j=0,m, s=minfactorial(p,ra-j) ; for(k=0,i-s,fb=fb-p"j *floor(polcoeff(fb,i-k)/p*j)*x~(i-k-s)*zeropoly(s);
) ;i=s;
) :fb;}
inZ(f,p,m=l)=
local(fb): fb=reduce(f,p,m); if(fb==0,return(l),return(0));}
openhasref synmi(f, p , m) = 
local(r,k);r=p"firstrepCf,p,ra)[2]; forCk=0,r-l,
ifCinZCsubstCfdiffCf),x,k+x)-substCfdiffCf),x,k-2-x),p,m)1I inZCsubstCfdiffCf),x,k-l+x)-substCfdiffCf),x,k-x),p,m).printCk): returnCD) ;
) ;returnCO);}
openhasrotsynimCf ,p,m) = 
localCr,k);r=p~firstrepCf,p,m)[2]; forCk=0,r-i, if CinZ Csubst Cf,x ,k+x)-subst Cf,x ,k-x-1),p,m)II inZCsubstCf,x,k+x)-substCi,x,k-x),p,m),printCk); 
returnCD) ;
) :returnCO);}
openhasglideref Cf,p ,m) =
localCmm); ifCp==2,
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mm=firstrepCf,p,m)[2];
ifCnim>0,returnCinZCsubstCfdiffCf),x,x+p~Cmm-l))+fdiffCf),p,m)));
) ;returnCO);}
interpCA,p,m)=
localCs.j,f,z);A=modseqCA,p,m); s=minfactorialCp,m); ifCDmnCA,p"m,s)==vectorCp"m,j,0), 
f=0;forCj=0,s-l, 
z=zeropolyCj)Iif Cppower C Csubst Cz, x , j ) '/.p"m) , p) <=ppower CCCA C j+i] -subst Cf, x , j ) )7,p"m) ,p), f=f+z*C C CA Cj+i]-subst Cf.X ,j))/Csubst Cz,x ,j)))%p"m);
) :reduceCf,p,m);
errorC'Doesn’t iterate to [0,...] quicky enough");)
>
Helper procedures
fdiffCf)={returnCsubstCf,x,x+l)-f) ;}
logdivCp,m)=
localCv,ld,r,pr,mr); v=factorintCm*p-m+l) ; 
ld=0;forCr=l.matsizeCv)[1], pr=v[r,l]; mr=v[r,2];if Cpr==p,ld=ld+mr,ld=ld+mr*logCpr)/logCp)):
) ;Id}
factorialppowerCx,p)= 
localCi);sumCi=l,ceilClogCx)/logCp)),floorCx/p"i));
ppowerCx,p)=
localCfv); 
ifCisprimeCp), fv=factorCx);if Cx"/,p==0&&x!=0,fv[setsearchCSetCvectorCmatsizeCfv) [1] ,i,fv[i,l])) ,p) ,2] ,0) :
}
psumCp,r)= 
sumCi=0,r,p~i);
checkppCpmax,mmax)=
localCi,p,m,s,k); forCi=l,pmax,
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p=prime(i); printC"p=",p); for(ra=l,mmax, printlC"."); 
s=maxdegree(p,m);if( (s!%pTm)==0 && ((s-l)!%p~m)!=0, 
print("");print("p=",p,", NOT OK!!");for(k=l,m, printlC" ");
)
) ;print("")
}
zeropoly(s)= 
prod(i=0,s-l,x-i) ;
diff(f.g,p,ra)=
local(diffnum.j); diffnnm=0; for(j=0,p~m-l, if (subst (f,x,j) "/,p~m != subst(g,x, j)“/,p~m,diffnum++) 
) ;diffnum;}
displaypowers{f,p,m)=
locaKj ,fx) ; for(j=0,p"m-l, fx=subst(f,x,j); if(fx==0,fx=p~m,); printCj:\t",ppower(fx,p));
>
U(n,i)={local(j); vector(n,j, if(j==i+i,
1 .
0 ;
)
)>
D(A) ={locaKj ) ;vector(matsize(A) [2],j , if(j<matsize(A)[2],A[j+13-A[j],ACl]-A[j3;
)>
Dn(A,n)={local(B,i);B=A;for(i=l,n,B=D(B)
) ;
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B;}
binom(k,l)=
k!/(k-l)!/l!;
Dnentry(n,j,k)=
local(l);sum(l=min(l,j),floor((k+j)/n),(-l)"(k-(n*l-j))*binom(k,n*l-j));
Dmnentry(n,j ,k)= 
local(l);suin(l=min(l,j),floor((k+j)/n),(-l)"(k-(n*l-j))*binom(k,n*l-j))%n;
Dnrow(n,k)={locaKj ) ;vectorCn,j,Dnentry(n,j-l,k));
Dmnrow(n,k)={locaKj) ;vectorCn,j,Dmnentry(n,j-1,k));
Dm(A,m)=•ClocaKj) ;vector(matsize(A)[2],j , if(j<matsize(A)[2],(A[j+1]-A[j])%m,(A[l]-A[j])%m;
)}
Dmn(A,m,n)=■Clocal(B,i);
B=A;for(i=i,n,B=Dm(B,m)
) :B;}
displayDmnmatrix(p,m)= 
locaKk, j) ;matrix(zeronum(p,m,m),p"m,k,j,Dmnentry(p*m,j-l,k-l));
printvec(A,n)=
localCi,j); 
printlC"C"): forCi=l.matsizeCA)[2], forCj=l,floorClogCn)/logClO))-floorClogCifCA[i]>0,ACi],1))/logClO)), printlC" ")
) :printiCACi]); ifCi<matsizeCA)[2], 
printlC",")
) :^printC"]");
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display(p,m)= 
local(i);
print(zeronumCp,m)); for(i=0,zeronum(p,m), 
printl(i,":\t");printvec{Dmn(U(p''m,0) ,p"m, i) ,p“m) ;
}
displaym(p,m,r)= 
local(i);print(zeronum(p,m,r)); for{i=0,zeronumCp,m,r), 
print lCi ,": \ t " ) ;printvecCDmnCUCp~m,0),p~r,i),p~r);
}
zeronumCp,m,r)= p“ra+Cr-l)*Cp-l)*p*Cm-l);
valsCf,p,m)=
localCj); printlC"C"); forCj=0,p'm-l, printlCsubstCf , x ,  j)*/,p~m) ; 
ifCj<p“m-1,printlC","))
) ;printC"]");
po s it ivemod Cn,m) = if Cn%m==0,m ,n%m);
modseqCA,p,m)=
localCj);vectorCp'm,j ,A[positivemodCj ,matsizeCA) [2] )]'/.p~m) ;
fvalsCf,p,m)= 
localCj);vectorCp"m, j ,substCf , x ,  j-l)'/.p"m) ;
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